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Introduction

This book tells the stoties of spatial products in difficult political situations

around the world. These products-resorts, information technology cam

puses, retail chains, golf courses, ports, and other enclave formations-are fa
miliat commetcial fotmulas that index the wotld by marketing at scheduling

protocols. thus presumably avoiding the political inconveniences of location.

They are generally consideted to be the Teflon fotmats of neoliberal enter

prises. Architects often treat them as banal or unresponsive to recognized sys

tems of architectural language, and indeed. architecture is, for these formats,

often only a by-ptoduct of data and logistics. Yet, when adopted by togue na

tions, cults. diplomats, and other impresarios, even the most perfunctory spa

tial ptoduclS ate imbued with myths, desires, and symbolic capital. They may

gain entry into any situation. Freighted with desires, sporting their global cur

rency and theit duty-ftee legalities, they can slither thtough jurisdictional shal

lows. They can become political pawns, as objects of desire and contention in

negotiations between warring countries. messy democracies, and violent dis

tended conflict. Effective as a solvent of differences, the hilarious and danger

ous masquerades of retait business, or trade often mix quite easily with the

cunning of political platforms. Moreover. their recipes for organization are also

recipes for political constitution, and the disposition of that organization em

bodies a capacity ror collusion, persuasion. and aggression.

Architectute presumably has more to leam than to teach in the study of

global politics. As the warm pools for new urban contagions. however, these

real estate cocktails are also critical materializations of digital capitalism. A

special kind of architectural r;;~-;;a~-~~y-~~~t~ib~te-t~--grobaTstUdies some

vivid evidence of another set of mechanisms. perhaps as telling as financial
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and political indicators in characterizing the market's weakness, resilience, or
violence.

This book collects six stoties of spatial products and theit political mis

adventures. For instance, one of its segments visits tourism in North Korea,

while anothet visits high-tech agricultural formations in Spain that have re

ignited labor wars and piracy in the Mediterranean. A third segment compares

fantastic forms of sovereignty in commercial and spiritual organizations, and a

fourth looks at automated global ports. The shape of microwave urbanism in

IT enclaves in South Asia and the Middle East, and the global industry of sub
tracting buildings, are two more subjects.

Spatial Products

Different from the deliberately aurhored building envelope, spatial products

substitute spin, logistics, and management styles for considerations of loca

tion, geometry, or enclosure. The architect and salesman of such things as golf

resorts or container ports is a new orgman. I He designs the software for new

games of spatial production ro be played the same way whether in Texas or

Taiwan. The coordinates of this software are measured not in latitude and lon

gitude but in the orgman argot of acronyms and stats-in annual days of sun

shine, ocean temperatures, flight distances, runway noise restrictions, the time

needed for a round of golf, time needed for a shopping spree, TEUs, layovers,

numbers of passengers, bandwidth. time zones, and labor costs.2 Data streams

are the levers of spatial manipulation, and the orgman has a frontier enthusi

asm for this abstract territory. He derives a pioneering sense of creation from

matching a labor cost, a time zone, and a desire to generate distinct forms of
urban space, even distinct species of global city.

Logistical spatial products make vivid the fact that architecture is a the-

~e~.~~~ct~ity, as that word is used in the military to expre~~~uential
sequencing of organizations, activities, claims, and exchanges. Manuel Castells

claimed that the "culture that matters for the constitution and development of

a given economic system is the one that materializes in organizationallogics"_

what Felix Guattati might have called the "techno-scientific semiotics" that are

stored in the operational strata of organization and practice.3,Architecture is a

c'echnolo_gy-the medium of an open platform stating both st;llciur~a~d-;:';;;:-

I

tent. The information it stores, as both data and persuasion, is literally a prod

uct, property, or currency.

Yet global familiars such as resorts, enclaves, and repetitive commercial

formats are made no less hyperbolic, volatile, and extravagant by abstraction.

Elaborate costumes and stylistic affectations are often treated as the window

dressing for a product that supposedly achieves neutrality by operating as a rev

enue envelope. Fiction and myth are, in this case, especially slippery, dispos

able, and comedic for the very reason that absolute meaning may finally be

measured only in revenues or the techniques of "market science." Charged with

no responsibility for historical or political reconciliation, the product's ersatz

myths may be even more extreme. However familiar these spaces may be, the

mixology between cocktails and cultural attributes may create territory that is

at once strange and intimate, exposed and in disguise, real and fictional.

As lubricating agents of a market, spatial products are usually presumed

to be innocent of involvement in the extreme spaces of war. Yet even the most

banal space has been a military target, acting as an apparatus or a provocation

of aggression. Moreover, the architecture of warfare evident in detention

camps, military bases, and border crossings is eerily similar to our own famil

iar offshore real estate cocktails, with their devices for security and territorial

conquest. Like any camp or zone of conflict, the next free trade zone, data

haven, tax shelter, or residential golf development seeks immunity as an ex

ceptional condition, a legal lacuna or island entitled to special sovereignty and

exemption from law. Giorgio Agamben's argument that the camp is a place of

legal exceprion or lawlessness becomes all the more compelling when he also

argues that this condition can be naturalized or stabilized as a political para

digm that reappears in the "zones d'attentes of our airports and certain out

skirts of our cities."4

A strange political content harbors in the world's familiar cyberpoles,

technopoles, and agripoles-air-conditioned Dubais and Jebel A1is of rhe

architectural soul. The classic indicators of political contention may not be

effective in exposing their disguises. They ideally exist in a self-reflexive politi

cal quarantine. Yet attempts to secure political exemption may, paradoxically,

land an organization in the crosshairs of the conflict they thought they had

hanished.
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Worlds

Spatial products aspire ro establish worlds or global regimes-domains of logic

that are given franchise to expand their territory with nonnational sovereignty.
Marc Auge writes about "contemporaneous worlds" as the "tightly woven,

complex fabric of contemporaneity"-a global cultural current, expertise, or

habit such as the fashion world or rhe sports world. The "worlds" we create, as

Auge writes, are constantly "recomposed," expressing ({all at once the singu

larity that constitutes the~ and the universality that relativizes them." Arjun

Appadurai writes abour "imagined worlds" as "the multiple worlds that are

constituted by the historically situated imaginations of persons and groups

spread around the globe." The mixtures of worlds, as Appadurai describes them,

create variegated "scapes," such as "mediascapes" and "ethnoscapes."5 Natural

izing the migration and negotiation of traveling cultural forms allows these

thinkers to avoid impossible constructs about an authentic locality. The

stories in this book build on such intelligence to discuss, among other things,

the worlds of tourism, high-tech agriculture, shipping, or tetail, but they

offer a less genial view of these regimes, focusing not on their blending but
on their fierce segregation.

The orgmen viceroys of individual worlds conquer both ephemeral and

stable territories on land, on the ocean, and in the air, with classic intentions to

accumulate wealth. For instance, the spatial products of tourism territorialize

a belt of median air and water temperatures. Those of high-tech agriculture oc

cupy a sea of photosynthesis, annexing locations with abundant sunshine and

wind direction. Pools of satellite microwaves or resources including water, oil,

and natural gas are also coveted or embattled territories. These belts of special

conditions constitute volatile, nonnational spaces that move around the world

like weather fronts on airborne, landed, or maritime currents. In a sense, each

world sails its own sea. Its boundaries are taut and strong, but also elastic and
[see Seas) fluid to facilitate the quiet acquisition of yet more territory.

World is a plural condition. There is no one world-only many worlds.

Worlds share no single logic, but proliferate as multiple monotheisms of retail

or trade in a totemic market.6 They maintain their logics, fictions, and bound

aries by limiting and excluding information-remaining righteous and pure.

Worlds aspire to be perfect utopias, singular domains attempting to coerce

compliance and compatibility from anything foreign to them. With either

evangelism or subterfuge, the orgman must expand into new territory by re

formatting its bytes, containers, ships, and infrastructures for compatibility.

The boundaries expand and exclude, extend and tighten, allowing the world to

increase in size but not necessarily in diversity or intelligence.

Whatever the claims of globalizing connectivity, these stories find more

traction in the territory where multiple worlds collide. This is the space of

mobile stretchy firewalls and insulation-the space of uneven developments,

fences, and stratification, or the space of friction and logical fallout between

segregated regimes.7

Believers and Cheaters

Regimes ot worlds of righteous belief are easy to find. Righteousness is a form

of violence that most people cultivate. In marriages, families, professions, na

tions, and other consortiums of power, we are often in the process of recoding

worrisome contradictory information to conform to our own story, our theo

retical beliefs, the operational lore of our profession. The Bill Gates of out own

milieu, we require all other things to be compatible to our format. We respin

a little fragment of gossip, secrete or limit information to make ourselves

whole. Regimes and domains on all scales decide what will constitute infor

mation and what contradictions will simply be eliminated. They change the

law that protects someone's dwelling or put a population in a microwave

shadow. Bristlingwith security systems and intelligence-gathering devices, the

regime is hungry for information, but it prefers to recognize only compatible

information that reinforces its innocence and righteousness. In this solipsistic

lockdown, information-rich becomes information-poor. To desire a state of

monism and purity: this is the violence of remaining intact.

Nevertheless, the more righteons and innocent the regime, the more

necessary it is to cheat. Although it is trying to maintain only its own infor

mation, its own traditions, and its own security, the organization often needs

additional help. A world requires both an evil enemy to make it appear just,

and an unacknowledged "extra" to keep it alive. Husbands and wives feel en

titled to an extra wife or husband. The European Union needs younger people

to counter its aging population. Banks need another, more pliable currency

41'
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than the tegulated one they have. Cotpotations need an offshote sheltet for theit
money. And everyone needs cheap labor.

The righteousness of the believer, the confidence games of the cheater,

or any oscillation between the two are all successful strategies. All can elude

theit day of reckoning. For the believer thete is only the tautology of belief

a faity tale, uncluttered by details. The believer fights only "just" and righteous

wars. For the cheater, there are so many lies that the reckoning can find no place

to begin. Ironically, the continual proliferation of masquerades and fictions

is essential to the life and refreshment of the originally attractive myth. Of

course, the cheater's repertoire of masquerades and shifting stories often in

cludes several versions of the believer himself. The stone-cold bluffof the liar

and the sunny elegiac aphotism of the believer are both more successful than

measure or reason-for as long as they can fi11 the air and use political consen
sus or decree to evade consequences.

Disposition

In the entrenched wars between righteous worlds, the submission of one world

to another, or the aggression of lawlessness and cheating, constitute an agency

that is reflected in organizational structure. Market data and organizational

protocol attend not just functionalist endeavors and economic imperatives, but

also behaviors or postures. Just as one might evaluate the reactivity or volatility

of a chemical mixtute, one might evaluate the disposition embedded in an or
ganization's arrangement.

The spatial cocktails in these stories mix, in peculiar and sometimes ef

fortless ways, with political protocols and politicized economic agendas. as

what Pierre Bourdieu has called "symbolic capital.'" Bourdieu identified cul

tural practices in which special gestures or disguises were used to enhance the

value or status of exchanges and rituals in culture. Similarly, Scott Lash's dis

tinction between the "lighter symbols" of semiotics and the "heavy symbols"

embedded in practices identifies heavy symbols as components of an elaborate

cultural language that exists in an active condition. 9 Spatial products act not

only as glyph or monument to an overt political text. but as heavy information

that becomes a nuanced. unexpressed subtext of action or practice. Just as an

expression in dialogue is a trace of an action. and nothing like the sentence one

would find in prose, so the heavy symbol has the cultural responsibilities of lan-

uage in another register. It is not langue but parole, or, following Giorgio

~gamben, we might understand it as "face"-word on the threshold of action.

It communicates not as noun but as verb, as gesture or glyph of action. lO It is

about-talting Gilbert Ryle's distinction-"knowing how tather than know

ing that."!l Spatial products perhaps resist semiotics but offer other precise ex

pressions of value and exchange stored in arrangement ~nd ~r~sence.

The organization of these spaces also possesses dlsposltlon. One test of

organizational disposition is a willingness to accept erro~ or .contradictory in

formation. The stories in this book speculate about orgamzanons that are more

robust and resilient when they are information-rich and more weak, rigid, or

explosive when they are information-poor. They borrow some additional terms

from Gregory Bateson to make further distinctions. Bateson often used the

terms symmetrical. complementary, and reciprocal to characterize organiza

tion. and to link organizational architecture and behavior. For Bateson, a sym

metrical relationship described an escalating rivalry and mimicry between two

patties: twins fighting for supremacy. A complementary relationship described

submission and recognition of hierarchies between parties: a beta dog kneelmg

before an alpha dog. Both symmettical and complementaty relationships could

generate a fragile stability, but both also excluded information to maintain their

order, and so could also sponsor rivalry) insurgency, or violence. A reciprocal

relationship, on the other hand, neutralized an escalating symmetry or a hier

archical submission by surrendeting interest in the fight, multiplying both

enemies and friends, and entering into a more complex web of cooperative en

gagements.!2 Reciprocal relations could counter symmetrical ent~enchment

with cooperative structures, avoiding warfare that would arrest a Vital flow of

exchanges. In Bateson's terms, the believer would assume a symmetrical en

trenchment, and the cheater would often oscillate between symmetrical and

reciprocal dispositions.

If organization) as reflected in architecture and urbanism. possesses

disposition, the means to aggress or collude, it may also be an adversary or a

competitot. It may be brittle or stretchy. Its software or hardwate is capable of

political manipulation or violence, and also capable of storin~ or unleas~ing

this agency in its inception) planning, and building as well as Its occupation.
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As it mixes with overt or covert lawlessness, architecture possesses the means
to war.

Resistance

Given the sweetness and sentimentality that often accompany power, whether

that of the believer or the cheater, the stories that comprise this book assume

that motives, however different, may use similar devices and disguises, and that

effective activism will nay.' rarely look like classic resistance. Rather resistance

may come cloaked in its' opposite, just as capital can be cloaked in the cos

tumes of resistance. Within the inttactable logics of tautological worlds and

the ga~es they play to extend their currency, the masquerades of market, state,

a~d.reSIstance alternately blur and resolve into crisp masks. Capital's contra

dIct~ons a~e not the ultimate details that initiate a new utopia. Rather, they are

the I~gtedIen~s that make capital more robust or more lithe by providing either

ne~ mformation or fresh masquerades. Similarly, the various masquerades of

r~sIstanceneed not correspond to those of a tragic counterculture with its prin

cIpled self-valorizations-righteous dispositions they share with war. Instead,

resistance may find another set of switches and toggles with the potential for
political manipulation.

.A consideration of segregated worlds resists the monism lurking in many

theones of global politics, those of the radical as well as those of the neolib

era!. The totalizing theories of Marx seem to induce mimicry-epic world sys

tem organums portraying a monolithic spectacle, market, or empire. Hardt

and ~egri's ~mpire .is only one, recent text that demonstrates this philo

sophIcal habll of mInd, suggesting, at times, the possibility of something

approachIng univocal, although not classically Marxist, political upheaval.

The Debordian spectacle is taken to its logical ultimate. Yet however nourish

ing these critiques of the pervasive market spectacle may be, the stories in this

book do not focus on the market's monolithic holism. Nor do they pottray a

reSIstance that can heroically match the purity of modernism. They explore

instead the backstage nerworks that Bruno Latour has called "the un

cons~ious of the moderns"-the space of mediation rather than the space of

the sIngulat or pure." They join Arjun Appadurai in finding world system

epics to be "inadequately quitky" theories of global development.I' They

The stories collected here resist several forms of monism that have attracted archi- Only the Many
tecture culture. Monism certainly attends the search for the one transcendent God-
given idea or, in the absence of God, the attempt to reason toward the unifying theory
or the true mechanics of nature. Yet a secret desire for the one and only may also ap-
pear in the competition between immanent ideas. In the fabled profile of the avant-
garde, for instance, intelligence must be successive rather than coexistent. Identifying
the tendency to purification that attends transcendent modernism, Bruno Latour de-
scribes those avant-garde campaigns which are "obsessed with the construction of
one immanence or the destruction of another."15 Each manifesto must kill the previ-
ous manifesto, project the new utopia, and pose for a group photo. It must be the one.

Architects perhaps secretly long for monism, for the chance to gather the world
onto a single sheet of paper and control it with geometry, be that geometry epigenetic
or Euclidean. Architecture has often adopted those cybernetic scripts that focus on re
cursivity and predictability in complexity, as well as those Deleuzian scripts that,
drained of their politics, reinforce the preexisting attraction to geometry. As it deploys
digital tools, the discipline has often not focused on the active network of which these
digital tools are a part-a network that has embedded itself into our bodies and mar
kets, and ail the other places in the world where peopie are dying, fighting, and mak
ing money. These territories would never provide demonstrations of connectedness
and synergistic feedback. Rather, the discipline has focused on the imaging that ap
pears on the screen. The screen dramatizes our geometric manipu lations and software
domains. In a sense, the discipline has privileged the front of the computer rather than
the back of the computer-the screen rather than the network.

The stories collected here investigate the backstage of digital capital that
materializes on the network side of the computer. They look at the germs, errors,
pirates, and exceptions that make holisms, homologies, and universals impossible. Be
lief in their existence or nonexistence is irrelevant to a potentially productive focus,
not on purification and refinement but on translation and multiplication. This focus
favors the partial and incremental, exceeding the strictly formal or semiotic to enter
the organizational and political strata of space-making. The stories and contempla
tions are about the many-not the one, or the one and the many, but only the many.
They multiply worlds. Multiply logics. No Empire, but empires. No global village, but
global villages. No one world, but many segregated worlds.
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present no singular logic, but rather the evidence of rich contradictions and

multiple logics. Spatial ptoducts provide evidence of what Lash and Utty have

called "disotganized capitalism": capitalism disaggregated or disorganized

from its modernist or anticipated alignments,16 The stories are curious about

another degree of deviance, duplicity, or cheating present in the mix.

Attracted, as they are, to things epic, architectural discourses on global

ization have also remained inadequately quirky, embracing the dream of "one

world" of globally legible boutique hotels and entertainments. Too often, the

discussion still circles aroupd questions of center and periphery, looking for ev

idence of a domineering ~odernism or posrrnodernism pushing its ecumeni

cal sign on an authentic locality that must be preserved. Equally conservative

is the portrayal of a softworld of connectivity that constantly, but only gently,

learns and adjusts, providing the illusion of differentiation in recursivity. nat

uralizing the market with a redemptive overlay of complexity. In this portrayal,

architecture is often only a servant to worlds where catastrophes, errors. or

negations are in the family of the whole, where corporate contrition kills with

a masquerade of kindness, and where we are all drops of water in globalization's
many maritime metaphors.

The material collected here should, then, nourish a special kind of polit

ical imagination and ingenuity. Political practices often gravitate to one of

several well-rehearsed roles: the earnest public servant, the political theorist, or

the strident activist. Given the failures of some of these principled political

stances to engage with more disorganized or elusive forms of political sub

terfuge, this book describes not only the classic political stance that declares

its name in a democratic process, but also other politics that rely on fiction or

corruption. Relinquishing the architect's monologue of sincerity and inno

cence, it studies the ethical masquerades of the double agent or nonbeliever

who uses multiple personae to engage the market's confidence games and pat
tems of cheating.

The orgman's territorial parameters reinforce a belief in the possibility of

optimization and error elimination. Spatial products that attempt to avoid po

litical entanglements also attempt to avoid error. Yet that belief often results

in a much more massive failure or error. This space of naturally occurring er

rors and loopholes is political territory. Error is mined in the areas of intoler-

ance, logical exception, and organizational fallout that result from the collisions

of worlds. In this discussion, the word "error" refers specifically to the naturally

occurring extrinsic information. Error is the germ that adds additional mate

rial to the pool, or mutates an existing sequence of instructions. It provides the

additional information, the leaming that extends the intelligence of the or

ganization. AB extrinsic information, error might be a means of penetration or

resistance-the means of altering an organization by remote or ricochet. [see Error]

Piracy is a useful construct here-one that yields a continuum of char

acters from the privateer and military entrepreneur to the terrorist and mur

derer: enough variations on the confidence game to provide reflections of

diplomats, viceroys, orgmen, and elected officials. This book proffers a pro

ductive piracy in which an additional set of regulators, wild cards, and fictions,

loaded with unorthodox powers, become tools for practitioners sensitive to the

political composition of an urban landscape. Architecture articulates these

complex mixtures of latent political postures and economic agendas. Finally.

carte blanche relies on a collection of guises or masquerades, anyone of which

can be used to suit an episode in the confidence game. The multiplication of

fiction that manages to mask or neutralize a sense of consequences may also

identify a condition that is susceptible to comedy and mischief, or penetrable

to another masquerade. [see Pirate)

Stories

Hoping to model its premise in its own organization, this book avoids the

structure of a litigious, corrective proof, an exercise in academic ventriloquy, or

a three-part Presbyterian sermon on the logics of a political theology. The jour

nalistic travelogue or the encyclopedic compendium of discoveries are not ap

propriate templates either. 17 The six stories collected here offer not a totalizing

theory about world systems but, rather, ctitical evidence attanged with the help

of storytelling techniques. Emphasizing the political instrumentality of fic

tion, spin, and error in culture, this "footnoted fiction," or "faction," persuades

and theorizes by sequencing facts and orchestrating voices so that supposition

meets its contradiction, gravity and frivolity share space, and piety appears next

to a broad gaffe.
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Piratical Architecture

~----- - - - -----

Architecture-the discipline often assumes-is innocent, and therefore not an activ
ity like th~t of all the other pirates of both Empire and counter-Empire. Vet it is typi
cally conSidered to be a conservative profession, involved in fortifying the very worlds
un~er discussion here. It even seeks the same political immunity. Architects are not
trained ~~ pirate, except in the service of their own careers. Multiple voices, tactics,
and political craft are deployed in self-promotion. When typecast in its customary
tragicomic roles, the dIscIpline often reinforces the boundaries of its own world-its
own autonomy as an art fQrrn within which to write monologues that preserve its
integrity.

. Architecture has well-developed techniques for parsing the lighter glyphs of ar-
chitectural semiotics cast in geometry and idiom. The discipline is, however, less ac
customed to parsing the "heavy symbols" of activity and disposition. With what seems
like self-parody, an architect might even work to reify the datastreams of the orgman
With geometric constructions that make it possible to represent these landscapes with
an enclosure. Beyond the light language of appearance is a heavy language stored in
the operational strata of the assembly. The discipline not only employs information
technology, it is information technology with political affect independent of enclo
sure. Relinquishing the guise of sincerity or applying the duplicitous craft of career
Ism to the actual business of making space requires an expertise that insists on never
knowing enough. Responsibility for Empire's often grisly atrocities may not necessar
Ily be an act of righteousness, but only another seduction. This book considers archi
tects to be seafaring, satellite-faring, data-faring organizers of territory who might be
at least as effectIve as orgmen in manipulating the comedies and fictions of the mar
ketplace. Apiratical architecture does not evaluate the integrity of expression or the
regrettable urge to reform. It intervenes in the patterns of believers and cheaters eval-
uating the ability of masquerades to leverage change. '

In addition to the stories, three contemplations, titled Seas, Error, and

Pirate, provide a more speculative substrate for the spatial and political phe

nomena encountered in the stories. While they are interspersed with the sto

ries, they may be read in any order, alone or in an alternating sequence with the

stories. Each examines agency and mechanism in organization, and each is in

some way another side of the other-with similar but ramifying philosophical

intersections. Just as organizations share compatibilities, such as the dimen

sions of a container, an annual temperature, or a labor cost, so these stories are

cross-referenced, often by means of a stray detail. For these indexed moments,

the material resists the micro-regime of the narrative, and may continue into

another story or contemplation with an echo or a repetition. Each story, each

tale of a political island, also has its own island, its own offshore subplot that

appears as a parallel text.
The evidence comeS not from texts that track the project of architecture

for and within the discipline, but rather from more unusual, often ephemeral

sources. Internal debate within any discipline-whether in architecture, cul

tural studies, or politics-can nurture new theories and terms. Yet these terms

can also hibernate there, unchallenged by the extremes of the ordinary, by

worlds far more hyperbolic than any of the ordained fictions of logical think

ing. Not the literature of our own society but a wire service for the Korea
Times, statistical tallies for POft organizations, global~ or the orgman's

office jokes and market-tracking sottwares are the architectural texts for mil

lions of acres of buildings and infrastructures around the world. The stories

look at the anatomy of organizations, their self-promotion, global web chatrer,

and collision with political events. However contemporary the material, it is

usually an echo of common, sometimes ancient, swindles and fantasies. The

accounts provide emotional and hilarious evidence of architectural aspirations

that only eventually involve the discipline. Space is undoubtedly a pawn in this

fragile divide between war and piracy. The stories suggest that architecture may

find its opportunity, its gravity, and even its seduction not in the style pages,

but in the runaway fictions of the news wires and international pages. Archi

tecture may have no choice but to find its politics-to counter innocence with

ingenuity.
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The camp as dislocating localization is the hidden matrix ofthepolitics in which we are
stitlliving, and it is this strncture ofthe camp that we must learn to recognize in all its

metamorphoses into the zones d'attentes ofour airports and certain outskirts ofour

cities.

-Giorgio Agamben 18

Ifyou turn roundsudden/:y, as in the children,game "Mother, may I?, "they willji«ze,
looking innocent, as ifthey hadn't budged; here, on the left, are things themselves; there,
on the right, is thefiee society ofspeaking, thinkingsubjects, values and ofsigns. Every
thing happens in the middle, everythingpasses between the two, everything happens by
way a/mediation, translation and networks, but this space does not exist, it has noplace.
It is the unthinkable, the unconscious ofthe moderns.

-Bruno Latour l9
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Shining

Imagine a scenario where you, a guest in a top hotel in the US. make a callfor room
service. The call is routed to India, becauseyour hotelhas discovered the cost-advantages
of outsourcing this customer interface to a lower-cost English-speaking locale. ...
Though this is a rather simplistic analogy, it shows how India is very wellpositioned to
become the "Wal-Mart" ofthegwbal service sector.

-Ramalinga Raju, chairman ofSatyam Computers and Satyam InfOway'

For today, gentlemen. whetheryou intend it or not-whetheryou wish it or not-you
have signed far more than yet another intergovernmental agreement. YOu have just
signed thefirst draft ofthe Articles ofFederation ofthe United States ofEarth.

-Arthur C Clarke atthe signing ofthefirst Comsat agreement'

In the 1960s, Western leaders promised to use satellites to create a "global village" but
ended up using them in ways that reinfircedglobal inequalities, carving the earth into
spheres ofnorth and south, devewpedand underdevewped, andfast andsww.'

Satellites named Optus, Telstat, Eurobird, Hot Bird, or Atlantic Bird beam

down overlapping spots of microwaves to the receiving territories below,

transmitting Zee TV; STAR TV; and AI-Jazeera to Abu Dhabi, Bombay, or

Singapore.4 These supposed instruments of the fabled global village have

produced not a single global village, but a numbet of global villages. National

and commercial consortia stratify the microwave sea of transmissions, making

it increasingly more dense, codified, and politicized. While transmissions from

extraterrestrial devices orbiting the equator are still often treated as if they

were magically immaterial, microwaves rely heavily on the physical plant of
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architecture and urbanism for their function and political persuasion. Indeed,

satellites arguably transmit a form of urbanism, a broadcast urbanism that is

bundled together with television, telephony, and data.

Satellite fleets of the most developed nations are soaking heavily pop

ulated regions with microwave transmissions that are largely redundant to

the landed grid. In response to Sputnik 1 (1957), NASA counterlaunched an

experimental satellite in 1961, sanctioning the subsequent legislation of the

Communication Satellite Corporation (Comsat). Early Bird, launched in 1965,

was the first of Comsat's six-sfltellite system. Its earth stations in the United

Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Brazil, and Japan broadcast the first global

village transmission of the moonwalk in 1969. While it was developed with

military or space-race technologies, Intelsat-a descendant of Comsat, and

the most heavily subscribed satellite consortium-now collectively owns its

own infrastructure.5

Now not just a "US military fiefdom," both publicly and privately owned

regional satellite fleets have formed all over the world, and they sometimes

transmit not redundant but primary broadcast and broadband infrastruc

ture to some of the least developed places on earth.6 Among these are RSCC,

serving Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), Arabsat

(1967), serving the Middle East and North Mrica; Indosat (1967), serving In

donesia; and Insat (1975), serving India? Entrepreneurial companies with

offshore pads along the equator now replace ex-Soviet launch contractors with

Cold War military remainders.' Using on-line trading markets like E-Sax, cus

tomers can buy bandwidth, a satellite, parts of an earth station, or other Cold

War remainders found among the 26,000 orbiting mechanisms and bits of

space junk.9 Any new merger of military and media can sell services such as

bomb-damage assessments, or found a new city-state in the satellite sea. 1O

Futurologists imagined that satellites would allow developing countries

to leapfrog into the developed world, bypassing investments in a conventional

infrastructure grid by simply beaming down a communication infrastructure.

Satellites would produce a transmitring pollen or weather, of sorts, that would

not be magnetized to any existing metropolitan formations. In the same way

that dam-building was thought to reorient infrastructures around a natural

resource, satellites might be a resource stored in the air, returning benefits to

]
I

l

5.1 Intelsat footprint
maps. Image courtesy of

Intelsat.
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all they touched tegatdless of ptevious urban and political structures. In The
Third Wfrve (1980), in a chapter titled "Gandhi with Satellites," Alvin Tomer
projected India's use of satellites as a possible exemplar. Correcting the mistakes

of military industrial infrastructures, the fleet would insert high-performance

technologies into very primitive rural environments to act as economic cat

a1yzers. With the elegiac and emotional tone favoted by fututology, Tomer
called for an agtarian democracy, a Gandhian pastoral or rural village served by
satellite communication. l !

Yet since most broadcast receivers also require electricity, and since

developing countries such as India have unreliable electrical grids, the very

thing that must be done to take advantage of this infrastructure of the air is

to build discrete concentrated enclaves with dedicated electrical generation

as well as access points to cable and fiber. The satellite sea needs its "last mile"

of hardwiring that must be laid next to roads and built into new construc

tion-the last contested, messy outcropping that allows it to siphon attention

and revenues." Consequently, in the villages of Insat in India and its neighbor

ing Arabsat and Indosat, the fabled "knowledge parks" or technopo!es, styled

after the Silicon Valley-style IT campus, replace the utopian plans of vision
aries and futurologists.

In India, these IT patks are home to one of the cliched instruments of

one-world globalization-the calling center opetators that handle outsoutced

telephone calls for Ametican Exptess or Citibank. As globalism's adotable new

mascot, they adopt a vatiety of global aliases to fit in around the world. The

operators even, famously, perfect their accents by watching American~ as

the global media love to report. These broadcasts of HBO, STAR, and Zee TV

that have supposedly dilated India's nation-centric politics with pop culture

may even be bouncing from the same satellite that delivets the calling center's
c-band.

The shining temples and palaces of IT parks of Arabsat and Indosat in

Dubai Ot Malaysia seem to clinch the familiar political argument that these

enclaves often elude locality, generating apolitical forms of urbanism, incubat

ing or laundering data and resources like a Swiss bank account for technol

ogies. With much less restraint than the CIA-style international modernism

of the preceding era of Hilton Hotels, these technology country clubs often

express a mixture of enthusiasm for digital capitalism with the reassurances

. ~,
},

of a five-stat hotel or tesort. In Splintering Urbanism, Stephen Graham and

Simon Marvin examine the effects of these "premium and secessionary net

worked infrastructures," while also measuring their responsibility for the

local politics that they elude." For Benjamin Barber, in these high-tech com

mercial additions to "McWorld," "there is nothing that looks particularly

democratic."14

While some of the same arguments apply all ovet South Asia and the

Middle East, some IT patks in India hatbot more complex and peculiar polit

ical masquerades, some of which are broad or overt and some of which are

well camouflaged. Wtapped around TV and c-band are not only the politics of

digital haves and have-nots, but also various aging disguises for modernism,

nationalism, secularism, and futurism that easily mix with more insidious

disguises for racism and plutocracy. Any mixture of these may be genially

prepared to make the global deal. Any mixture of these may also duck under

India's self-styled iiber-disguise of absolute unknowable, petfect complexity.

Networking between the Middle East, Malaysia, Mtica, and China, India's IT

viceroys, both elected officials and entrepreneurs, wield these disguises to colo

nize aweb of IT territories that are discontinuous or remote on the ground, but

connected in section by a bounce to the stratosphere.

Architecture and urbanism are accoutrements in the masquerade. "While

the logistics park is the materialization of software on the network side of the

screen, the IT park materializes the media and marketing side of the screen. In

India, the architectutal face is ptimatily ctitical in estahlishing signals of global

satellite contextuality for the almost identical roster of companies that act as

the ready-made tenants of IT's favorable legal and infrastructural envelopes.

Yet both the inclusion and evasion of democratic institutions in these global

techno-mediascapes also have national political consequences. This architec

ture in media-mimesis may support a globalizing nationalism, or incite demo

cratic resistance, but it may also be merely vestigial to the larger pirate shadow

of IT's gtay market. [see Park]

Wi> will build and construct, so people will come, we will not ask people to come to an

empty place.

-Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashidal-Maktoum"
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Dubai Outsource Zone is both inspired and driven by the vision ofHis Highness Gen

eral Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the Crown Prince ofDubai and
UAE Deftnse Minister to build Dubai into aglobal knowledge economy hub.

-Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum"

Malaysia upholds the virtues ofthe new world ordel; believing that the gwbe is collec
tively moving towards a 'century ofthe world. » a century ofworld-wide peace and
sharedprosperity among nations.

-Promotional description ofthe Multi-Media Super Corridor l ?

Dubai Internet City, the first free trade zone for IT, e-commerce, and media,

is a city-state, of sorts, in a global village or consortium between Egypt, the

Indian subcontinent, South Aftica, and the Commonwealth of Independent

States. 18 An outcropping of Arabsat, Dubai Internet City (DIC) allows for

complete foreign ownership of property within its boundaries, no taxation,

and relaxed local laws governing partnership. Like Dubai itself, DIC has

streamlined legal registrations and established flexible labor laws, visa

handling, and fast-track immigration to guarantee "quickaccess to required tal

ent." Cheap labor comes from the edges of Arabsat's satellite beam in Africa

and India. DIC is ready to provide any necessary disguises fur e-commerce,

domain names, addresses, and servers. Dubai itself is becoming an aggregate of

every species of politically exempt zone, including Dubai Outsourcing Zone,

Dubai Knowledge Village, Dubai Ideas Oasis, Dubai Healthcare City, Dubai

Maritime City, Dubai Humanitarian City, Dubai Textile City, and Dubai Me

dia City. These are only some of the many building projects to be completed

in the United Arab Emirates, including Palm Island and Dubailand, a massive

tourist compound with two billion square feet and forty-five megaprojects.19

At DIC, an abundance of futuristic architectural expression accompa

nies the knowledge village as resort. Curving streets ease the default expectation

of a phantom subutban monotony, and a Bath-like crescent of buildings and

walls encircles the rotary. A number of urban faces, tropes, and microenviron

ments appear: the gates of an Arab city, the office buildings of a Western re

search and development compound, and the sparkling mirror-tiled palaces of

a country club for digital industries. Indeed, DIC is a grand hotel or resort

where tenants are alternately called "members," and they speak in an argot of

acronyms.

Sited in the Singapore of the Middle East, Dubai Internet City refers to

one of the early quintessential technopoles, the Mulri-Media Super Corridor

(MMSC). MMSC was developed as part of Malaysia's plans for 2020 as both

a "physical area and a new paradigm for creating value in the Information Age."

Almost 900 companies that roam the world populating IT campuses have

located in its 290 square miles of "Multimedia Utopia" bounded by the Pe

tronas Towers on one end and by Kuala Lumput Airport on the other. The

ethos is of liberal business practices, and the city boasts of having "smart

homes, smart cities, smart schools, smart cards, and smart partnerships."

MSC's International Cybercourt of Justice is developing standards for inter

national "cyber-Iaws. "20

Signaling to both of these global digital cities is Hong Kong's project for

Cyberport. The city is aventure of Hutchison-Whampoa, a conglomerate con

trolling container terminals, telecommunications companies, and STAR TV:
In the early 1990s, STAR TV (Satellite Television Asia Region) began broad

casting a mix of movies, music, Western TV; and sports to an area stretching

from Turkey to Japan. Cyberport is the latest scheme of Richard Li, the young

"superboy" heir to the Hutchison-Whampoa fortune, who is notorious for his

fictitious claims to have graduated from Stanford University.2l Dressed in the

sculptural formalism and shiny renderings that appear on the computer screens

of architecture professionals and students, Cyberport offers a retail arcade, an

office complex, and a residential enclave on a 24-hectare (59-acre) site at Tele

graph Bay. Despite a bad reputation for wildly risky deals, Li is often compared

to the greatest of all IT viceroys: Bill Gates."

Sabri AlAzazi, the ChiefOperating Officer (COO) ofsecurity service firm Datajim,
has become thefirst UAE national to win theprestigious Certified Inflnnation Systems

Security Professional (CISSP) certification from the International InfOrmation Systems
Security Certification ConsOl·tium (ISC)2. The (ISC)2 has also nominatedSabri to the
(ISC)2 Faculty 6- Common Body ofKnowledge (CBK), the Training Committee of
(ISC)2."
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There are some who question the relevance ofspace activities in a developing nation. TO
us, there is no ambiguity ofpurpose. we do not have the fimtasy ofcompeting with the
economically advancednations in the exploration ofthe moon or theplanets 01' manned
space flight. But we are convinced that ifwe are to playa meaningfUl role nationally,
and in the community ofnations, we must be second to none in the application ofad
vanced technologies to the realproblems ofman andsociety.

-Dr. Vikram Sarabhai24

The gleaming campus in Banga/ore of Inftsys, Indias third-biggest inftrmation
technologyfirm, has agolfgreen and a Dominos Pizza as the staffcanteen. You might
as well be in Silicon Valley. 25

In India, the often-published portrait of Vikram Sarabhai presides over whar

might have been a vety different pool of microwaves from that in Hong Kong

or the UAE. Looking beatifically skyward as the father of an Indian space

program in India, Sarabhai, an advisor ro Indira Gandhi, hoped to combine

high technology with the dream of a rural broadcast. As if designed to fulfill

Tomer's satellite projections, this airborne infrastructure was to reinforce a

Gandhian or Nehruvian political ethos, like dams on a microwave sea. The

India Space Research Organization (ISRO) was established in 1972, not as

competition for Russian or US space programs, with their space stations and

manned exploration of extraterrestrial planets. Instead, the targeted frontier
was nation-building. 26

In 1975, the same year that HBO broadcast its first satellite downlink

of an Ali/Frazier fight (the Thriller in Manila), a USSR Intercosmos rocket

launched the first Indian satellite, Aryabhata. 27 The political geography of the

launches rellected India's stance of political nonalignment. In 1976, using an

American satellite, ATS-6, India began an experimental program called SITE

(satellite instructional television experiment) which broadcast TV for a year

to 2,400 villages in the least-developed areas. 28 From 1977 to 1979, India used

Franco-German technology for another similar experiment called STEp'29 The

Insat satellites, one of which was bought from Arabsat, were launched in the

1980s with the help of the United States and Europe. This system still broad

casts today. Insat-IB allowed Doordarshan, the government television station,

to set up a national network that focused not on regional or rural markets but,

rather, on those in India's largest cities.30 These transmissions would eventu

ally mix with global satellite broadcasts from STAR TV and others. While var

ious state-sponsored pilot projects have delivered TV, data, and government

information, some of the most recent projects have focused on the software

industry and its exports." The government agency, Software Technology Parks

of India (STPI), brokers bandwidth and enclave urbanism to a collection of

global companies. Twenty-two earth stations generate IT gateways and a band

width allotments in time zones that, when paired with the US time zones, pro

vide twenty-four-hour continuities in the workday together with wages that are

a quarter of those in the USA.32

STPI's architecture offers neither redemptive modernism nor a Nehru

vian hybrid between modern and traditional. It is most often a pastiche of ex

clusive resort and homegrown, science-fiction modernism. Genealogies of

modernism track the cross-pollination between South Asian architects and the

pedagogical theologies of Western architecture schools, concentrating on val

orized mixtures of modern and regional vernacular. Yet the careers of architects

like Le Corbusier, Louis Kahn, Balakrishna Doshi, or Charles Correa may be

less relevant to the traditions of c-band urbanism, given that it has its own

global vernacular. Nor do the architectural signals reference center-periphery

patterns of global superpowers. Rather, they are often more fantastical, expres

sive, and even extraterrestriaL like the broadcast urbanism of c-band itself.

Tidal Park in Chennai, for instance, offers a glass and concrete architec

ture resembling perfunctory modernist office parks or civic buildings in Amer

ica. Thiruvananthapuram Technopark, on the other hand, most resembles a

resort in the colonial style, with its gigantic landscape of red roofs covering a

structure of whitewashed walls. International Tech Park, near Bangalore, with

its tall buildings, polished materials, and calling centers, provides architecture

signals of foreign investment from Singapore.33 Bangalore, a city of colonial

and postcolonial headquartering by nations and corporations, received its first

satellite connection in 1985, when Texas Instruments bought a segment of

bandwidth.34 Nearby Electronics City mixes small-scale office buildings and

villas in ad hoc lots that sometimes line well-planted streets, but usually gather

informally on nominal roads with litrle need for shared design presence. The
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properries rhat surround flagship buildings combine sci-fi Taj, or the Taj-deco

modern or deco-sei-fi recipes, with varying proportions of each ingredient.

Fields of satellite dishes and radio towers are continuous with the gardens

of office-villas, isolated cultural offerings such as Domino's Pizza or golf greens,

and the tent encampments of the construction workers. Men and women

wearing traditional garb work together on the construction line using ancient

tools to dig a trench that might hold cable and other transmission lines. 35

Subhash Chandra is often asked whether he attendeda business school. Sure, he says . ..
Jwent to ]aganath Goenka University.

The joke is his way ofhonoring the entrepreneurialprowess ofhis tate grandfather,
]aganath Goenka, a small-town cottonseed trader who knew a thing or two about busi
ness-the kind ofstreet-smart stuff they don't teach at management institutes. If it
wasn'tfor the old man, Chandra might never have become India's first se/fmade media
mogul afigure often comparedat home to News Corporation boss Rupert Murdoch. 36

Photo opportunities were carefUlly crafted to provide a colorful spectacle: sadhus in
sajJi'on costumes, political leaders wearing headgear out ofmythologicalfilms, a pro
fUsion ofmarigolds, andparaphernalia such as tridents, daggers, javelins, and bows
and arrows, scenes whose "newsworthy" character eluded a simple secular/communal
division.

-Arvind Rajagopal37

Although he had no previous experience as satellite viceroy, in 1991, just as

STAR TV was abour to launch, Indian enrrepreneur Subhash Chandra asked

to rent a channel in their network. Since the national satellite system did not

allow private broadcasrs, he planned to bounce his own Zee TV channel from

STAR's satellite to an audience in India and around the world. 38 Chandris first

enterprise was plastic tubes for toothpaste and other pharmaceuticals, but he

moved on to high-rech theme parks, play-win lorreries, and finally satellite Tv.
Supplementing their strict secular stance and regular diet of documentary po

litical programming, Doordarshan broadcasr weekly movies of Hindu epics.

Chandra, banking on a hunger for such programming, essenrially created a

[
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Hindi station. While STAR's largest market was in India, Zee was eventually

more successful locally, even challenging STAR's nexr owner, Ruperr Murdoch.

Zee srill conrrols several of rhe channels available in India, offering soap operas,

talk shows, gimmick shows, and realiry Tv. Sarellite TV expanded in India in

rhe 1990s parrially in response to rhe success of STAR and Zee. Yet regional ri

vals such as Sun Tv; Eenadu TV, and Udaya Tv; which developed larer, catered

to even more specific audiences, and managed to take over a good deal of Zee's

market share.39

Arrhur C. Clarke's "Exrra-terrestrial Relays" (1945), an early satellite

scenario, predicted that global satellite TV would be instrumental in creating

a form of global governance. Yet despire the global bounce of satellite trans

missions, they have also become the tools of more self-reflexive national po

lirical sentiments. In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, when no one

party had majority support in India, satellite television began to be used as a

political instrument. A variety of political persuasions were broadcast from

the regional TV stations. While some used Hindu imagery without specific po

litical ambition. Arvind Rajagopal's Poh'tics after Television invesrigates tele

vision's contribution to the rise of Hindu nationalism and the success of the

Bharariya Janara Parry (BJP) in the 1990s. Rajagopal speculates that these rele

visual persuasions, such as serialized versions of the Hindu epics and carefully

staged political events, have fueled the same anti-Muslim sentiments that con

tributed ro defining episodes like rhe demolirion of rhe Babti Mosque. That

evenr fueled the populariry of rhe BJP and touched off a series of aggressions

and retaliations between Hindus and Muslims in India.40

Using the slogan "India Shining/' the Hindu nationalist movement

evoked traditional values, while it also signaled a readiness to engage in the

myths of globalization. Competition with China, India's rival, and expansion

of the aromized sovereignry of rechnopoles in the Middle Easr and Malaysia

were also on the agenda. In this so-called "saffronization," the same glint of

gold and vibranr color accessorized the political use of Hindu garb and sym

bology, as well as L. K. Advani or Narendra Modi. 41 If the counrry was not

going to adhere to its traditional· techniques of nation-building, it would

find an even more extreme masquerade of traditional values to float over a lib

eralized deregulated economy. Slipping in anti-Muslim sentiments with the
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MTY, the BJP should have had a winning strategy by any standard of global

operations. Using a reliable formula of power, they had established the sanc

tity of a belief system, but maintained a more reciprocal nerwork to keep that

hermetic world alive. Believing and cheating should have worked well to

gether, especially when the belief system was so extreme that it camouflaged a

more elitist nationalism of privilege and defensive exclusion. Nationalism it

self was a masquerade of sorts, and so needed several good disguises.

Still, India's new successful economy seemed to be tied to a nationalist

fervor that many of its beneficiaries found distasteful. A huge population of

farmers who still look to the we~ther of monsoons rather than to the weather

of microwaves felt that they would be left behind in this new global economy.

Yet the world was surprised when the 2004 elections unseated the BJP and

Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, replacing them with the Congress Party

candidate, Sonia Gandhi. Gandhi then asked Manmohan Singh to take her

place as Prime Minister. Singh, an economist and Congress Party finance min
ister, had initiated some of the very "reforms" that had come to fruition during

the I990s.42 Juggling multiple meanings of "modern," the Congress Party will

also float the sanctity of secular political traditions over the new globalizing
economy.

My p!4n is to learn from Singapore, from Ma!4ysia, from Rudoph Giuliani, and to
bring change to our 50year old country.

-Chandmbabu Naidu"

I want to be Bill Gates.

-Mr. J A. Chowdary, President HYSEA andfOrmer director ofSofware Technol
ogy Parks ofIndia, Hyderabad44

India cannot affird to miss the IT Revolution. IT is knowledge, wealth, everything.
Those who adopt it willprosper . .. we must have a mega dream and mega vision.

-Chandrababu Naidu"

I

There is a "Feel-Good''jOctorandI am confident that Vajpayee will become PrimeMin
ister again.

-Chandrababu Naidu 46

Right now, when you come to our campus, you're leaving India behind. ... W'e're liv
ing in a make-believe world.

-N. R. Narayana Murthy, chairman ofInfOsys Technologies 47

Chandrababu Naidu, entrepreneurial Chief Minister of India's state of

Andhra Pradesh, was a special protagonist in the political shift that replaced the

BJP. Styling himself as a viceroy of the new cybereconomy for his state, and

calling himself Chief Executive Officer instead of Chief Minister, he spoke

of wanting to turn Hyderabad into Hong Kong, and his affiliations track the

major coordinates of the Asian and South Asian satellite nerwork in Malaysia,

Singapore, the Middle East, and China. He became a friend of President Bill

Clinton and, through Clinton, a friend of Prime Minister Tony Blair. As one

of India's best-known global politicians, he visited Rudy Giuliani and Bill

Gates in the United Stares.48 He quickly established an alliance with Microsoft

to develop the Microsoft Software Development Centre in Andhra Pradesh."

A master of the optimistic forecast, Naidu hoped to accelerate growth in his

state by using the computer and the TV for e-governance, cutting bureaucratic

red tape by allowing citizens of each Mandal, or government subgroup, im

mediate access to information.50 By analogy with the promotion surrounding

the Multi-Media Super Corridor, Naidu called his government a "SMART"

government, standing for Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsive, and Trans

parent.'! Like the CEO leader of any brandlike cultural persuasion, he wrote

an inspirational book, P!4in Speaking, that profiled his approach to life and his

plans for the future of Andhra Pradesh."

Naidu retained his position as Chief Minister by generating several dif

ferent opportune alliances. He entered into power through a curious mixture

of national, traditional, and televisual symbology. His father-in-law was N. T.

Rama Rao, a Bollywood movie star who gave up his acting career to become

Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh in 1980. The Hindu imagery broadcast on
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TV in Andhra Pradesh is otten associated with regional polirical propaganda,

not necessarily related ro the BJP. Exalred as a film star playing Rama and

Krishna, he often appeared in his Raffia costume when campaigning, quoting

lines from the Mahabharata. Naidu was elected to political posts within the

Telugu Desam Party founded by Rao, until in 1995 he actually won the elec

tion for Chief Minister of the state, beating out Rao. Capitalizing in his own

way on symbols of Hindu tradition, and using a variety of regional persua

sions to different ends, he has, over the course of his career, maintained alli

anceswith the BJP. the Telugu Desam Party, the National DemocraticAlliance,

and the Congress Party in Andhra Pradesh. Playing the young progressive with

the laptop under his arm, he typically called for a neoliberal mix of "secular

ism and development."53

In 2000, Clinton visited Naidu's flagship STPI cybercity, HITEC City,

a park of 158 acres located a few kilometers away from the Banjara Hills, a

wealthy suburb of Hyderabad. Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, and Bill Gates are all

honorary diplomats of the global knowledge village. Clinton saw HITEC's

first phase of development, the Cyber Towers, a squat, ten-story cylindrical

building housing a calling center for GE and offices for 48 companies includ

ing Oracle, Microsoft, IBM, and Toshiba.54 An exterior fishnet of exposed

structure wraps the cylinder. and at the entry a missing wedge of that cylinder

reveals an inner core covered with highly reflective glass. Phase Two of the proj

ect, launched in 2000, is called Cyber Gateway: an 8,600,000-square-foot

building with an interior open space the size of three football fields. Cyber

Gateway resembles Hollywood constructions in science-fiction movies like

Stargate. 55 A residential grouping is planned for eighty-seven acres. and ten-acre

plots have been set aside for executive villas. Some plans for commercial devel

opment so far include a Pizza Hut. a novelty shop, a wellness center, and a

tourist car facility. S6 All of these structures seem to land on a dusty ground that,

in the rush to the future, is not yet prepared for them.

Naidu had also hoped to agglomerate a collection of technology parks

together with a necklace of villages and highways into a mega city project called

Cyberabad.57 A new six-lane highway was to link all of the new development

with a new international airport. Balakrishna Doshi, an architect legendary for

providing a model of traditional and modern architectural mixtures, was em

ployed as Cyberabad's designer/planner. 58

I
I
I

5.2 CyberTowers, HITEC
City, Phase I, Hyderabad.
Image courtesy of Satya
Pemmaraju.
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One of the most unusual projects that Naidu supported was New

Oroville, a 500-acte IT campus fat 20,000-30,000 people. In 1999, thtee

American entrepreneurs, formerly employed at Microsoft, launched the com

munity. Catalytic Inc. found, in Hydetabad, a talent pool fat theit "just-in

time" sofrnrare. «We think humans are the rare commodity right now," they

said." Building a company town allowed them to offet gtadual ownetship of

scarce housing, while also circumventing long commutes over bad roads to

Hydetabad. All 4,230 homes (26 feet in diametet and 32 feet high) ate de

signed as domes of concrete and metal reinforcing formed around an inflated

balloon. The provider, Monolithic Dome Institute in Texas. claims to take

inspitation from Buckminstet Fullet.60 In addition to the 2,200-squate-foot

houses, the community will include watet and powet plants, latge domed build

ings for offices and shops, a temple, a mosque, a church, a park, a swimming
pool, and even an ice rink.61

In Cybet Gateway, Cybet Towets, and New Oroville, the atchitectute of

South Asia's c-band urbanism mixes with televisual and media images to make

special political signs. In America, television and film store futurologies in

ephemeral broadcasts. while architecture stores neotraditional sentiments. In

India, television has been politicized by neotraditionalism, while the archi

tecture of broadcast urbanism often embodies futurologies. In India, special

effects and ephemeral fantasies accessorize the cultural imagination that makes

~ business of. software exports. 62 Architecture is instrumentall~ privileging

Imagery over tnteractivity. This architectural {{face" even sometimes resembles

a more primitive still image from the screen itseIf-a software environment of
colors and implied movement.

Months befote the election, in the full of 2003, a Maoist group called the

People's Wat unsuccessfully attempted to assassinate Naidu by blowing up his

~at ~h'le he was visiting a Hindu temple." Naidu's on-line fan club always

JustIfied hIs dubIOUS local sUppOrt by celebtating his ability to engage global

coop~ration in development. His vision was certainly not that of the pastoral

satellIte democtacy feeding the rutal village, at offeting "free tice and dhotis ...

at election time."64 Still, Naldu's bid to move from an agricultural to a service

econ~~y was not ~opular among farmers who were still struggling with pov
erty, Illiteracy. envIronment, and problems of inadequate physical infrastruc

tute." In the same elections that defeated the BJP, Naidu's patty was soundly
defeated. G6

It will have everything India's best IT resorts have and much, much more. Not just an
ITpark or an IT resort, its a fUlly integrated, selfcontained development d<:signed to
offir international-quality, ready-to-use office space andsocial infrastructurefor IT in
dustries and IT-enabled services.

-Noida's promotionalliterature6?

The new office building ofHei Perot System at Noida, built by architects RKand
Associates, is spread over a 25-acre plot. The building, which has 3 wings, houses over
620 employees and has self-service cafe with vending machines on everyfloor. ... The
architects have used bright colors for the interiors keeping in mind that most software
engineers wereyoung. 68

Within the latget global satellite sea, India's atchitectute and urbanism shates

some architectutal signals with Dubai Internet City, the Multi-Media Supet

Corridor, and Cyberport. Its newest IT cities may even be cast in the mold of

duty-ftee special economic zones like Shenzhen at Jebel Ali, offeting stteam

lined legal formalities, restricted labor laws, and high-performance infrastruc

tutes." One such city, Naida, established in 1991, was anothet of STPI's fist

eatth station. The settlement (153 squate miles when fully developed) has its

own power, water, and telecommunications infrastructure, and is separated

from Delhi by a twenty-minute expressway rideJo Its several sectors are being

developed in phases that include, among othet things, latge industrial cam

puses, corporate headquarters, and universities for the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

and Gautama Buddha Univetsity. The centtal district is filling with supetmalls,

restaurant chains, a Cineplex, and a five-star hotel.?l

Anothet such new city in India is Navi Mumbai (New Bombay). Charles

Correa, an architect who, like Doshi, is renowned in India for his fluency in

both traditional and modern atchitectutallanguages, designed the planned city

in the 1970s as Bombay's more salubrious and spacious twin, one utilizing

planning tools such as the "neighborhood unit" from urban reform traditions

in the West. The government of Mahatashtta gave the City and Industrial

Development Cotporation (CIDCO) petmission to establish the city on 344

squate kilometets (133 squate miles) of land actOss from the Port of Bombay.

While it still lacks tenants, developets and investots have begun to call the

!9,.
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community a "futuristic technological village." CIDCO, in the meantime,

has gained expertise in everything from infrastructure planning to financing

and designing buildings, and they are developing more IT installations in In

dia. ClPCO has even begun to advertise itself with the slogan "CIPCO-we

make cities."72 A portion of Navi Mumbai will now become MahaMumbai

(MMSEZ), one of a series of SEZs in India brokered by a development com

pany called Sea King Infrastructure Limited (SKIL). SKIL will develop over

12,000 hectares (29,520 acres or 46 square miles) with industries that include

IT, biotechnology, microelectro.t:Iics, and textiles. 73

India is now launching satellites for other countries, and has the chance

to brand its software and consultant services as a commodity for which it sets

the standard." The cortidor between the Middle East, South Asia, and the Far

East is becoming well worn. Joining forces with Intelsat, Thaicom, and the

Dutch company New Skies, STPI also supplements its satellite bandwidth with

fiber cable. It needs the extra capacity to communicate with neighboring satel

lite pools, as well as with Australia and Europe,75 A number of companies are

exploring wireless telephony in India (in both the licensed and the unlicensed

spectrum),76 Infosys, Tata, Wipro, VXL, and Satyam are among the automatic

tenants of DIC, MMSC, and SAIF, a free rrade zone in Dubai. Tata now calls

itself not Indiis but Asiis largest IT company."

In January 2004, accompanied by patronizing reports that it had "over

taken its parent,') India claimed to have more computer specialists than Silicon

Valley." In the cat-and-mouse game of off-shoring or "righr-shoring," Indian

companies, including Wipro (Azim Premji, head of Wipro, is, notably, Mus

lim), have occasionally reversed the flow by buying or outsourcing to Western

companies,79 The young South Asian executives who have served in Silicon

Valley are also reversing rhe flow by returning to India to build suburbs rhar

look like those of sourhern California.80 Subhash Chandra now waurs to build

a global media empire, and his ventures have expanded to include wireless and

Direct to Home television. 81 Chandra's most recent enterprise, Agrani Satellite

Services Ltd (ASSL), plans to broadcasr not only television but remote and ru

ral wireless telephony in an uninterrupted zone between South Asia and the

United Arab Ernirates. ASSL has completed a courract to become Indiis first

[see Park] private satellite organization.82

This is a world that is everyday in its imaginal), pirate in its practice, and mobile in
its innovation. This is also a world that never makes it to the computer magazine,
more the technological discourses dominated by the cyber-elite. The old nationalists
andLeft view this world withfascination andhorror, jiJl' it makes a muddle ofsimple
nationalist solution. One can call this a recycled electronic modernity. And it is an
imaginary that is suspect in the eyes ofall the major ideologicalactors in techno-space.

-Ravi Sundaram 83

Foryears now, the effort has been to peddle this technology to all corners ofthe globe,
to achieve the dream ofconnecting every individual to every other individual in the
world. Little attention is paid to the fact that "business at the speed ofthought" is a
concern that unites Bill Gates andAzim Premji, but is as inconsequential, as it is in
any case impossible, for the tea-shop proprietor in the Indore municipality, the herds
man at Khyber Pass, the porter in the Nepali midhills, or the boat people of the
Padma. 84

Two "fables," as Ravi Sundaram has suggested, have been operating in relation

to Indiis new digital capitalism. The e1itisr fable that imagines India com

manding an expansive new market in digital capital is countered by the leftist

fable thar India will, in this rransaction, remain a poor subject of larger global

powers. But a vast "gray market" of technology, according to Sundaram, ig

nores both fables to pirate what it needs from rhe new digiral economy. This

force is not the mass of humanity posing with a gigantic public works project,

or organizing in revolution against the powers that be. It is the force of the

small everyday tactic multiplied in a disorganized groundswell. This perfectly

elusive force (perhaps a third fable) invariably enters discussions of South Asian

politics as hallowed territory. Existing in the active, infinitive political register,

it eludes the declarative or nominative. It even eludes those who wish to ro

manticize India's boundless complexity. In this way, it is as perfect or utopian

as any other naturalization of the market. Yet Sundaram's gray-market charac

terization allows for simply another imperfect force to be present at another

scale in national and global political organization-a shadow force with its
own misadveurures. In the elections of 2004, rhe support for the BJP's pro

grams dissolved into its agricultural roots, its global networks, and its gray
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marker. Bur rhe crowd imo which rhar supporr disappeared, when rendered

with apiratical independence, is truly another invisible hand, intertwined with

rhe classic invisible hand of capiral.85

In rural villages, a small group of houses and shops clusrer around one

of rhe many STD (Subscriber Telephone Dialup) srarions, PCOs (Public Call

Offices), or TV receprors, which serve only a handful of people. While govern

ment, in partnership with industries, private providers, and charitable organi
zations, has been working toward rural teledensification, there are still very few

relephones and TVs per capira.86The problems of software branding and com

peririon do nor facilirare a simple and widespread srandard rhar would meer ru

ral problems. There are approximarely rhirry people per landline relephone in

India, and in rhe whole of Sourh Asia rhere are beeween one and four mobile

telephones per one thousand people. A computer costS ayear's salary, and trans
portation to a central communication hub is difficult and unreliable.S?

The pirares of rhe gray marker, abour which Sundaram wrires, parch ro

gerher the remainders as a survival technique-old motherboards, manuals,

and software writing techniques. Cable television must overcome persistent

line-poaching, and violence over that poaching. The urbanism of these opera

rors, found in Delhi or ar rhe Nehru Place marker, is nor like rhar of rhe IT

park. "Present here," Sundaram writes, «are the agents of large corporations,

and also software pirates, spare parts dealers, electronic smugglers and wheder
dealers of every kind in rhe compurer world."" Alrhough rhe spaces of rhis

pirate urbanism are marginaL they are everywhere, everywhere where telecom

munication and computation is desired or traded. In Hong Kong, perhaps the

most notorious capital of software piracy, multistory malls like the Wanchai

compurer cemer are filled wirh small sralls devored co pirared sofeware which

costs a fraction of the retail price, and is completely naturalized despite occa

sional crackdowns.89 The Wanchai counterpart in Beijing is the Bai Nao Hui
department store.90

Anorher group of pirare survivors in India, GRASSO (Grameen Sanchar

Seva Organization), combines activism with engineering ingenuity. GRASSO

addresses transportation problems while also mining the unlicensed spectrum,
which may be rhe rruly fluid warers of rhe sarellire sea, wirh new rechnologies

like WiFi, WLL, and VSAT. Among rheir programs is one in which irinerare

bicyclisrs sell relephone calls using elecrriciry generared from rheir cycling.

5.3 Cyber Gateway,
HITEC City, Phase II.
Hyderabad.lmage cour
tesy of Satya Pem
maraju.
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Given that sales of motorcycles and mobile phones are often used as indicators

of mobility and technological progress, the energy-generating bicycle seems

[see Pirate] the perfect trope. 9 !

The broadcast urbanism of India's satellite media-technoscape demon

strates the difficulty of classic political characterizations of modernity and

market. Like electricity during the TVA period, the new technology was pro

jected to champion the simplest agrarian economies while providing an intro

duction to modernity. Yet the satellite sea. in either promotional campaign, is

fraught with more contradictions and disguises, some of which combine the

two visions in a shifting portrait. The digital refreshments of broadcast urban

ism reinforce not just a regional but also a global field commensurate with the

broadcast dimensions of satellites themselves. They provide vague references to

several moderns. any combination which can be laminated with reflective ma

terials to signal a standard degree of readiness. Satellite viceroys like Richard

Li, Subhash Chandra, Chandrababu Naidu, or Azim Premji make walk-ons

from every direction wearing various costumes. Naidu's costume camouflaged

the political sentiments associated with his various alliances, just as the mixture

of crisp new media formats and traditional costumes created a mutual camou

flage for the BJP. IT urbanism references just enough of either a modernist

or a neotraditionalist script to interest both camps. but remain in disguise. The

almost aggressive enthusiasm and politeness of the parks fool those who are at

tracted to their one-world charms, and believe they have found the perfect ser

vants. Indeed, the broadcast urbanism of the new SEZs possesses other global

ambitions prompted by competition with China. Microwaves are already the

tool of both the market and its resistance. India's bright IT palaces have em

bodied the disposition of twO invisible hands, neither of which is natural or

innocent.

!
I
!
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Offshore Ebene CyberCity is a knowledge park providing a single-stop world
class facility for ICT companies engaged in the bus'mess of IT enabled
services, call centres, back office operations, business process outsourc
ing, software development. intelligent manufacturing, IT education and
IT-enabled education. It benefits from the experience of similar technol
ogy parks in Chennai, Hyderabad and Bangalore.92

India's STPI now provides consulting to the government of Mauritius to
help transform its nation into "cyber island:' which, along with the "data
haven:' is a relatively new offshore phenomenon. The descriptions are fa
miliar: a one-stop twenty-four-hour, seven-day-a-week cyberurbanism

of "knowledge parks" developed with architectural envelopes similar to
those one might find in HITEC City. In fact, HITEC is being used as a model
for financing and phasing the project. Operating from satellite band
width, Ebene CyberCity's sixty-four hectares would be developed with a
Cyber Tower and Multi-media Zone on twenty-seven acres and a com
mercial area on thirteen acres. An additional fifty-acre area would be

parceled in one-acre lots for the indiv',dual business headquarters of

companies like Satyam, Wipro, Infosys, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,

and Orade.93

IT joins the other building blocks of Mauritius's relatively suc

cessful and diversified economy, built on new as well as postcolonial
enterprises including sugar, textiles, tourism, and offshore banking.
Demonstrating that the southern satellite sea is not merely the receiver

of Western investment and labor needs, Mauritius is hoping that Indian
as well as Western businesses will invest. Also, while India can offer an

English-speaking labor force, Mauritius can offer French as well, thus
serving other French-speaking Africa nations. As the so-called "begin
ning of the Indian Ocean:' it is situated as a link between Africa and
India. Moreover, the southern IT network, establish'lng its own hierar
chies, may treat Mauritius as its offshore facility for outsourcing and

networking.94

Mauritius, which has long been networked with the rest of the
world, both broadly and reciprocally, demonstrates the way in which free
trade zones are ancient ideas. Statues and monuments around Port Louis
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feature both figures of Europeans and Hindu shrines." While the Por
tuguese first identified Mauritius, the Dutch completed the first con
quest in 1598, making way for the Dutch East India Company's sugar
plantations and slave trade. The French appeared in 1721, the 8ritish
in 1814." Citizens of Mauritius are Indians (from Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh, 8ihar, Andhra Pradesh, and Maharashtra), Chinese, French,
English, and creoles of mixed European, African, and Asian descent.
Many of those of African origin were freed slaves who became trades
men in the nineteenth ~entury. The connection to India was deepened
by an early-nineteenth-century episode in which Indian convicts were
transferred to the island as indentured servants.97 Catholics comprise
27 percent of the population, while Muslims make up 16 percent."
Creoles seem to have a less stable status in the mix, and while the white
French landowners have traditionally exercised political power, Hindu
lead.ers have recently maintained dominance in the government, a fact
underlined by Vajpayee's attentiveness to the country. Mauritius has
even, opportunistically, made friends with the USA by being a partner

in its Iraqi and Gulf War campaigns."
The island is an anomaly in sub-Saharan Africa since, while it has

experienced some downturns, its steady economic growth outflanks that
of other African countries, with the exception of South Africa and Kenya.
Analysts attribute this growth to a number of factors, perhaps most no
tably the country's establishment of an export-processing zone, which
has gradually reduced the dominance of sugar, as will the presence of an
IT industry. EPZs, which have not always provided the predicted quick fix
for Third World countries, have succeeded in Mauritius perhaps because
its ethnic composition has always been global and well disposed to for
eign investment. Subhash Chandra's ASSL has holdings in Mauritius, rec

ognizing it as a strategic location."'" Mauritius is also linked to SAFE, the
South African Far East Submarine Fiber-Optic Cable linking Malaysia,
South Africa, West Africa, and Europe.w, The island's long history of trad

ing has steered its course since its independence in 1968.102

Yet Mauritius has not simply accepted a submissive role as just
another island in the postcolonial confetti of Empire. Since there are
already 15,000 offshore banks on the island, it is hoped that they will

require internal services from calling centers to support the island's ex
isting enterprises. The offshore island has even begun to export some of

,
'!

its sugar production "offshore"-which means, in this case, to the main
land of continental Africa, to Mozambique and Tanzania, where the la
bor is cheaper. 103 Mauritius seems to possess, perhaps through mimicry
and opportunism, the political cunning of all of those who have used it.
The island was a site of pirate escapades where colonial governors could
be bribed for favors, but its global heterogeneity also made it attractive
as a place of pirate retirement,104 [see Pirate)
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Franchise

Hazards ofArchitecture could be jitrther aggravated by negative effects resultingfrom
inauspicious qualities ofthe site. inauspicious slope and shape, inauspiciousplacement
ofwater bodies as well as otherfactors. ...

In many cases, it may be necessary to abandon one'spresent home and move into a
properl:y designed building with an ideal.

-Sthapatya Vedic Design Principles'

Access to this Unified Field brings mastery over Natural Law. ...
Ideal education-Vedic Education-delivers thefiuit ofall knowledge: mistake

fi~e, problem-fTee lift-action jitll:y in accord with all the Laws ofNature.

-His Majesty Raja Raam'

Ranking among the world's great builders and real estate investors are two

species of organization that supposedly possess very different goals: commer

cial chains or franchises) and spiritual organizations. Yet both are believers of a

sort, sharing that common desire of planning prophets to repeat their spatial

milieu in strategic locations allover the world. The ideal towns of Roman ex

pansion, European colonial expansion in the New World, or the Laws of the

Indies, together with the crafty and orderly real escate formats of America's de

fecting religious groups, are only more distant echoes of the perennial desires

of similar organizations to reinforce their hold on a so'ut or a market by way of

physical territory and spatial imprint. Utopian belief systems love real estate.

In the case of Wal-Marts, tabernacles of the Church of Latter-Day Saints, a

Japanese cream puff chain called "Beard Papa," Baha'i temples, or an organi

zation from the UK that exports Southern Fried Chicken restaurants (SFC),



beliefs and rituals are spatialized with prescriptive planning formats. 3 Reliant

on an elaborate syncretic pastiche, both species of real estate product also ex

plore hyperbolic forms of sovereignry and franchise as they colonize a totemic

marketplace.'

The commercial and the spiritual are provocative in comparison, because

they borrow each other's repertoires. Commercial organizations borrow the

proselytizing techniques of spiritual organizations, and spiritual organizations

borrow from commercial organizations spatial products such as malls and of

fice towers. Taken together, they highlighr both the liturgical rituals of spa

tial products and the territorial ambitions of religious organizations. Ideology,

whether about nirvana or coffee, wants to expand into under-marketed or un

der-spiritualized territories. Both commercial orgmen and spiritual gurus ex

pand, affiliate, and optimize.' Both rypes of organizarion are able to collect and

disburse large amounts of money. Moreover, both use architecture as part of

the symbolic capital necessary to colonize time, styles of living, beliefs, or mar

keting strategies. To increase influence, these must be constantly renewed with

new affiliations and psychologized spatial scripts.

Whether commercial or spiritual, these global conquests of space are

eirher overtly or covertly politicized. The all-too-easy McWorld characteriza

tions of these commercial formats and the automatic immunities that accom

pany spirituality obscure the politics that many such organizations do possess.

They are filled with polirical persuasion for which the organization usually

wishes never to be held responsible, insisting on a separation between church

and state-lifesryle and politics. Global conquest, whatever its political conse

quences, is even characterized as a way to maintain the organization's purity or

entitlement to sovereignty that is exempt from official consequences.

Among the many chains, franchises, and spiritual organizations that

possess territorial ambitions, two-the Maharishi Global Developmenr Fund

(MGDF) and Arnold Palmer Golf Managemenr (APGM)-permit a com

parison between the dramatic rituals and potenr fictions of both brands and

gurus.6 Maharishi Global Developmenr Fund wish to build not only buildings

and enclaves bur also cities and countries. They have developed spatial prod

ucts as well as bids for nationhood that seem destined to land them in some of

the most politically extreme locations in the world. Arnold Palmer Golf Man

agemenr operates all around the wotld, spreading an urbanism of landscape in

large incremenrs.' The words "Arnold Palmer Golf" and "Transcendenral Med

itation" are registered trademarks and, as such, are ideologies and practices that

are regarded as, among other things, commercial products. 8 The comparison

leads naturally to a discussion of other believers, more religious and commer

cial organizations with ideological and territorial ambitions.

Larry King: lOu have no children ofyour own?

Maharishi: That is what aftmi/y means-all the children o[the world.

Larry King: 1know, but 1m just asking ifyou have children from your loins.

Maharishi: 1 am a single person. 1m a Purusha. Pm a-whatyou call it-sanyasi, if
you understand the word. 1m a monk, ifyou understand it. ...

Larry King: lOu're a bachelor. 9

When Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the same giggling Yogi thar introduced medi

tation to the Bearles, appeared on Larry King live on May 12, 2002, he was

dressed as a holy man, in white robes, and set in a radiating formation of pas

tel pinks and yellow f1owets. Although he appears every day on TV via his own

satellite channel, the interview marked his first appearance on mainstream

media in twenry-five years. The TV audience was given a primer in the Maha

rishi's techniques: a secular practice, not an evangelical religion, with some

additional paragovernmental and educational functions. Like other Vedanta

spiritual organizations, it references the Vedic sciences of ancient India (veda
means knowledge), and occasionally comes cloaked in costumes referencing

Hinduism, although it makes no direct references to the religion. The five mil

lion followers of Transcendenral Meditation (TM) in the world believe that it

provides as the Maharishi has said, "a means to do what one wants to do in a

better way, in a right way, for maximum results."IO

The occasion of King's interview and pilgrimage to die Maharishi's resi

dence in Vlodrop was the re-release of his book The Science ofBeing andArt of

Living, but the Maharishi reported that in the inrervening time he had been

working on the revival of the Vedic sciences and on "the effect."II The "Maha

rishi effect," as the TM group describes it, is a field of influence radiating from

a meditating group that lends to that field harmonious effects. The predictions
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are quite explicit. If the square root of one percent of the world's population

is gatheted togethet to ptactice the highest forms of meditation (this includes

yogic flying, a form of levitation in the lotus position), there should be an "up

surge of harmony and orderliness in society. "12

This "Maharishi effect" fuels a fundamentally urban and architectural

desire to organize the world in specific spatial increments-evenly distributed

outposts from which to broadcast "the effect." The TM formula for commu

nity plays a role in this attempt at global coverage. Just as meditation is part

of the ancient V~dic sciences, and Ayur veda, for instance, is a veda related to

herbal treatments, Sthapatya Vt:da is "the most ancient and supreme technology

of architecture and planning. Maharishi Sthapatya Vt:da uses precise mathe

matical formulas, equations, and proportions to design homes and offices in

perfect harmony with Natural Law."13 Adjusting Vtistu, or orientation, provides

the most significant benefit. For instance, rooms facing east, with bodies of wa

ter to the south or east, are most auspicious. Sleeping with the head facing east

or south is more auspicious. Kitchens are best placed near entries. One arm of

the organization offers consulting services to help design structures as well as

evaluate sites. Adjusting orientation affects not only a sense of harmony but an

increased business productivity.

The TM organization has rehearsed these principles in a new town called

Vedic City near Fairfield, Iowa. There, on flat agticulturalland in a region that

has been host to over a century of settlements by spiritual organizations, in

cluding Mennonites and Quakers, two large domes gather the inhabitants for

daily, collective meditation and special events. In fact, in 1984, a gathering of

7,000 yogic flyers in Faitfield was used to determine the percentage of the

population necessary to produce the Maharishi effect. 14 Vedic City is devel

oped with houses and office buildings designed according to 5thapatya Vedic

principles, and it is also home to the Maharishi University of Management.

Houses are small and vaguely neotraditional, and commercial structures are of

ten rendered as bar buildings to maximize auspicious, east-facing real estate.

Except for an occasional glint from the kalash, a golden ornament that tops

each building and marks its sacred center, the buildings are camouflaged in

this prairie with a naked sun. k an intentional community, the town epito

mizes the notion of TM as a personal and communal practice whose best hope
!
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is to offet a sense of well-being. I' John Hagelin, a Faitfield resident, has run for

President of the United States several times as candidate of the TM organiza

tion's Natural Law Patty, but Faitfield was also an epicenter of support for Den

nis Kucinich, the sympathetic underdog in the 2004 presidential election.

Kucinieh, acongressman from Ohio and avegan, proposed ideas, such as a De
partment of Peace, that appealed to Natural Law followets. 16

Vedic City is, on the one hand, a modest representative of national po

litical interests and templates for community reform. Yet as the center of TM's

"Global CountfJ[ of World Peace," it is also a reflection of the organization's

persistent interest in a benign form of global sovereignty. Over the years, vari

ous TM shadow governments have been announced by proclamation. The

Mahatishi cteated the "World Government for the Age of Enlightenment"

(1976), the "Ideal Society Campaign" proposed for 108 countries (1978), the

"Mastet Plan to Create Heaven on Earth" (1988), an "Absolute Theory of

Government" (1993), and "Global Administration through Natutal Law, with

twelve Time Zone Capitals" (1997).17

Pursuit of this Maharishi effect has led the $3.3 billion organization to

attempt everything from heroic feats of building to the establishment of an in

dependent nation. I' One plan for the new global government proposed a series

of twelve global capitals in each of the time zones, as well as 435 Vedic centers

in the United States. Another divided the nation into the congressional dis

tricts, while yet another focused on 3,000 of the largest cities around the world,

all to achieve the correct disttibution of the effect. Some of these global

schemes have been beautifully illustrated with one-line books. Pages framed

by Hindu-inspired columns pictured colorful world maps divided into time

zones, or diagrams of principles of Sthapatya Veck that unfold in sequence like
a story. 19

The first architectural expressions of this global initiative received a great

deal of attention as not only a capital of the Maharishi's Global Country but

as a super-tall skyscraper aspiring to be the tallest in the world. MGDF chose

Yamasaki Associates, architects of New York's World Trade Center, to design

the tall tower, and sought investing partners for the multibillion-dollar project.

The "Peace Tower," as it was sometimes called. resembled a gigantic Hindu

temple. Positioned in the twenty-four time zones, these towers would collec-

tively create a global "country" of world peace. The 50,000 TM practitioners

living, working, and meditating in the tower would, in theory. broadcast peace

to one-twelfth of the world. or one entire time zone. The program cocktail was

typical of those currently circulating around the world. In addition to almost

a quarter of a million square meters of residential, hotel, and real estate space,

the tower was designed to house office and convention space, a calling center,

and a university. The total topping one million square meters was to climb forty

meters taller than the Petronas Towers.2o

The MGDF proposed towers in Sao Paulo, Dallas, and Johannesburg. As

each of the projects was canceled, a new one appeared in a different location.

The Sao Paulo tower was to have a sister project called the Transworld Com

plex, offering conference centers, a resort. a university, a golf course, and even

a theme park spread over 150 acres of gardens and waterfulls. By May 2000,
the Maharishi's various funds had already purchased 329 acres of land in The

Colony, in Plano, Texas, a suburb of Dallas, and applied for zoning changes

there. 21 This time, the Federal Aviation Administration canceled the project

due to the risk related to heavy air traffic in the area.n Plans for the building

were canceled in October 2000.23

The Peace Tower and the World Trade Towers, both by Minoru Yama

saki, expressed sympathetic sentiments about the power of buildings to inspire

collective peace or serenity while also being productive in business. The Maha

rishi's tall buildings would proliferate just like World Trade Centers, cathedrals

of a global trade ethos appearing in locations all around the world. Each in

its own way sought separation from the requirements of the state. The TM or

ganization no longer proposes the super-tall tower projects. Especially stunning

in light of the FAA's fears concerning the Dallas project, the MGDF was inau

gurated on the top floor of New York's World Trade Center in 1997, and had

offices there on September 11, 2001."

No one lwes and respects the game ofgolfmore than ArnoldPalmel: This devotion has
been imtilled in evelY employee ofthe companies that make up the Arnold Palmer
Group. It's in everyproduct we make. in every service we ojjh: 25
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President of the United States several times as candidate of the TM organiza

tion's Natural Law Party, but Fairfield was also an epicenter of support for Den

nis Kucinich, the sympathetic underdog in the 2004 presidential election.

Kucinich, a congressman from Ohio and avegan. proposed ideas, such as a De
partment of Peace, that appealed to Natural Law followers. 16

Vedic City is. on the one hand, a modest representative of national po

litical interests and templates for community reform. Yet as the center of TM's

"Global Country of World P~ace:' it is also a rellection of the organization's

persistent interest in a benign form of global sovereignty. Over the years. vari

ous TM shadow governments have been announced by proclamation. The

Maharishi created the "World Government for the Age of Enlightenment"

(1976), the "Ideal Society Campaign" proposed for 108 countries (1978), the

"Master Plan to Create Heaven on Earth" (1988), an "Absolute Theory of

Government" (1993), and "Global Administration thtough Natural Law, with

twelve Time Zone Capitals" (1997).17

Pursuit of this Maharishi effect has led the $3.3 billion organization to
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in the United States. Another divided the nation into the congressional dis
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by Hindu-inspired columns pictured colorful world maps divided into time

zones, or diagrams of principles of Sthapatya Veda that unfold in sequence like
a story.19

The first architectural expressions of this global initiative received a great

deal of attention as not only a capital of the Maharishi's Global Country but

as a super-tall skyscraper aspiring to be the tallest in the world. MGDF chose

Yamasaki Associates, architects of New York's World Trade Center, to design

the tall tower, and sought investing partners for the multibillion-dollar project.

The "Peace Tower," as it was sometimes called, resembled a gigantic Hindu

temple. Positioned in the twenty-four time zones, these towers would collec-

tively create a global "country" of world peace. The 50,000 TM practitioners

living, working, and meditating in the tower would, in theory, broadcast peace

to one-twelfth of the world, or one entire time zone. The program cocktail was

typical of those currently circulating around the world. In addition to almost

a quarter of a million square meters of residential, hotel, and real estate space,

the tower was designed to house office and convention space, a calling center,

and a university. The total topping one million square meters was to climb forty

meters taller than the Petronas Towers.2o

The MGDF proposed towers in Sao Paulo, Dallas, and Johannesburg. As

each of the projects was canceled, a new one appeared in a different location.

The Sao Paulo tower was to have a sister project called the Transworld Com

plex, offering conference centers, a resort, a university, a golf course, and even
a theme park spread over ISO acres of gardens and waterfalls. By May 2000,

the Maharishi's various funds had already purchased 329 acres of land in The

Colony, in Plano, Texas, a suburb of Dallas, and applied for zoning changes

there. 21 This time, the Federal Aviation Administration canceled the project

due to the risk related to heavy air traffic in the area. 22 Plans for the building

were canceled in October 2000.23 '

The Peace Tower and the World Trade Towers, both by Minoru Yama

saki, expressed sympathetic sentiments about the power of buildings to inspire
collective peace or serenity while also being productive in business. The Maha

rishi's tall buildings would proliferate just like World Trade Centers, cathedrals

of a global trade ethos appearing in locations all around the world. Each in

its own way sought separation from the requirements of the state. The TM or

ganization no longer proposes the super-tall tower projects. Especially stunning
in light of the FAA's fears concerning the Dallas project, the MGDF was inau

gurated on the top lIoor of New York's World Trade Center in 1997, and had

offices there on September II, 200 I.24
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been instilled in every employee ofthe companies that make up the Arnold Palmer
Group. It's in every product we make, in every service we offer. 25



· .. the holes that have tamed the tiger, molded the bear and taught the hawk how
to fly.

-Description ofTour 18golf, a special course design from APGM"

For two centuries ofwestward (and western) expansion, the grid served as a durable

and generous device ofspeculation, planning and development. With the passing of
modernism in the late 1960s, the grid lost its pervasivepower, indicted as an emblem
ofinhumanity and homogeneity. Now, with the rise ofgo/fspace, the grid as a neutral

tool ofplanning has been replaced by organic figures ofdevelopment such as the sand
trap and the water hazard. . , . Go/fspace offers theperfectpebi dish fir business trans
action, a self-reproducingsite where tomorrow's resorts are conceivedand negotiated to

day. It grants people thepower to venture ever inward-manifest destiny in reverse.

-R. E. Somol"

Pride, excellence, character, tradition. Does the golfcourse reflect its creator? It should. 28

Arnold Palmer's career as the "king of golf" coincided with golf's expansion

from a game for club members to a television sport played everywhere in the

world." Palmer's rivalry with Jack Nicklaus, the "golden bear," enhanced this

evolving prominence. Today, both Palmer and Nicklaus lend their tlame to the

design and management of golf course communities, leading two different but

complementary sects of the golf market. They remain as competitive twins or

doubles, enhancing each other by naturalizing the celebrity golf course for

mula. Arnold Palmer's personality shapes his company's guiding principles, and

is ineffably re/lected in the course itself A celebrity endorsement is worth ap

proximately one million dollars per course. In return for the loan of his per

sonality, Arnold Palmer receives eighteen million a year in endorsements and

promotions related to his various golf enterprises.30

Like any evangelical promoter of spatial products, APGM and other

course designers recognize golf as a global real estate phenomenon, an addic

tive game for developers as much as it is for foursomes of men and women in

the afternoon. APGM expa~ds by rescuing foundering golf courses as well as

establishing new ones. The larger it gets, the more it is ahle to handle the steep

~'

'.

debt that is incurred by the development of a course and its surrounding prop

erty. APGM has designed over two hundred courses in the United States and

around the world. Palmer Design courses appear in Japan, Thailand, Korea,

China, Taiwan, The Philippines, Guam, Malaysia, Sarawak, Singapore, Indo

nesia, Ireland, Italy, Germany, Spain, Australia, and Canada. The largest con

centrations of courses associated with the Arnold Palmer Golf organization are

in Japan and Florida.31

Golf developers maximize profits by manipulating not only business

strategies but also the parameters of the game itself-a game that seems to be

infinitely stretchy and adjustable. The pieces of that game include not only golf

balls and faitways, but also houses, clubs, resorts, and roadways, all of which

thrive on four-hour periods and a series of tee times throughout the day. Yet

the length of play can be altered, as can the physical length of the course. There

are executive courses, and courses made up only of par three holes. There are

nighttime courses with lighting and altered durations. Cayman golf even ad

justs the game by manipulating the interior of the ball to shorten its trajectory.

Golf also insinuates itself into building interiors and multistory indoor driv

ing ranges.32 Each manipulation of the game has a complementary effect on

the arrangement of the surrounding acreage for resorts, housing, and edge-city

developments. These must offset the financial risk of buying large amounts of

land. Course designs are evaluated in terms of acreage and frontage for lot sales.

Single fairways use more land, but provide more frontage than double fairways.

Core courses, a knot of fairways, provide the least amount of frontage, but are

the most suitable for courses that host televised tournaments with aerial views.

Small courses facilitate profits in more expensive or smaller urban parcels.

While in Asia and elsewhere the golf course can be a feature of an urban

park, in America the surface area of a golf course is homesteading territory that

is carefully timed and phased. New housing developments bask in the country

club aura. A gigantieized version of the Radburn superblock has been put to

use to generate large arterials with discrete cul-de-sac pods of development.

Unlike the grid that requires more even, comprehensive development, these

cul-de-sacs can be phased as the atterial grows. The golf course is gradually sur

rounded with lots that continue to grow in value, thus quickly relieving the

large debt incurred by land purchases. APGM collects statistics about the power

of golf to add value to real estate. They use a Harvard Business School study
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to demonstrate that branded courses and golf products generate a premium of

up to 20 percent on the value of surrounding real estate. The company can also

demonstrate that potential homeowners are more responsive to advertisements

for branded golf communiries.33 Companies like Arnold Palmer Golf also op

erate within the durations and specialized spaces of entertainment. Temporal

management of revenues continues into the daily operations and efficient

scheduling of tee times and turnover. Many of these management processes

have been automated with special software like LinksTime.com or Liquid

gol£com to choreography tee times and apnh-golf entertainments.34,

we banned smoking before it became a national trend. we ask ourpartners to refrain
ftom usingperfitme or cologne. We won't sell chemicallyflavored coffie beam. We won't
sell soup, slicedpastrami, or cookedfOod We wantyou to smell coffie only. ...

The sounds thatfill our stores also contribute to the brand image . .. music is only
one elementofwhatyou hear. Afteryouplaceyour order, you'll usually hear the cashier
call out the name ofyour drink and then hear it echoed back by the barista. The hiss
ofthe espresso machine, the clunk-clunk as the barista knocks the coffee grounds out of
the filter, the bubbling ofthe milk steaming in a metal pitcher, and at the bean
counter, the swish ofthe metalscoop shoveling out a half-poundofbeans, the clatter as
they hit the scale-for our customers, these are allfamiliar, comforting sounds.

-Description ofStarbucks interior scripting35

Name a majorplayer in mens apparel, and chances are hes got a line ofsportswear de
signedfOr, or at least "impired by,»golf"

Given the similarity between nurturing brands and nurturing beliefs, the Ma

harishi and Arnold Palmer, in their respective organizations, play very similar

roles in reinforcing duty to a cultural bond. In addition to offering charismatic

leaders, every aspect of a spatial format, from aromas to colors, costumes, and

sentiments, is scripted. The theater, strictly choreographed and ritualized, is

quite elaborate. The logistical no less than the emotional terms for space have
a degree of fictional content, faith, or belief.

Just as the Maharishi has his own television channel, so Arnold Palmer,

as a co-founder of the Golf Channel, quickly and fortuitously discovered the

territories of television that congeal a market and an audience. 37 Many con

temporary spatial products have an analogous space on TV that helps them ro

conquer not only time frames and geographic territory, but also states of con

sciousness. Both MGDF and APGM sponsor ritualized experiences not only

in person but also on television-rituals that are generally protracted, quiet.

and meditative, with the occasional celebratory burst of activiry. TM calls for

at least one session of daily meditation, although it provides several ambient

environments on TV each day. Golf, too, commands a large radiating land

scape of concentration, even meditation. It requires the introspective rehearsal

of extremely subtle modulations of balance, vision, and strength that can be

experienced corporeally but also vicariously in the meditative, whispered envi

ronment of the television golf tournament.

When the aging Maharishi named his successor, there was a coronation

of sorts, one that was heavily reliant on costumes, rituals, and architectural de

cor adorned with various vegetal or architectural patterns in pastel polychromy.

In 2001, the MIT-trained Tony Nader was crowned "First Sovereign Ruler of

the Global Country of World Peace."" Toured as the "world's foremost neuro

scientist." Nader posed for coronation pictures legs akimbo, on an oversized

scale that balanced against his weight in gold. The gold was his reward for hav

ing made a "historic discoveri' that human brain physiology corresponds to

and is capable of acquiring a total knowledge of the universe." He often ap

pears in ceremonies and within the web pages wearing a crown and white robes,

attended by surroundings of floral pastel and gold. On October 17, 2000, he

structured his government into forty ministries corresponding to "the forty val

ues of Veda.» In his first decree as king, His Majesry Raja Raam set out the cur

rency of the Global Country of World Peace. One Raam is equal to ten US

dollats. The Raam has been in circulation in Vlodorp.40

Similarly, golf sponsors a line of succession as a game played between

fathers and sons breathing deeply in the open. APGM creates an emotional,

genteel form of family urbanism around the traditions of the golf game. It

must establish a company patina with a misry legend. Players walk the greens,

merging with advertisements for banks and insurance companies. Often com

mended for their coutage, they embody an athletic or paternal spirit that must

go on despite dangers and risks. The rewards must involve more than a return

on their investment. The trappings of Arnold Palmer Golf are the rewatds that
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the privileged give to themselves fot bearing the responsibilities of leading a

privileged life. In this way they produce an urbanism similar to that of most

evangelical orgmen. Like the Raarn, celebrity endorsement is legal tender

within the organization, associated with a quantifiable enhancement profits.

The Jack Nicklaus organization, with an even closer match, offers its own

Nicklaus credit card. 41

In millions of interiors, golf on the TV mixes with the somnambulant

sounds of air conditioners, tinkling ice, and grass being watered or mowed.

APGM leaders have pride, integrity, and "fighring heart." Costumes rely on a

very specific shorr-sleeved iilhouette, and they must be garments fabricated as

athletic gear with special performance characteristics. Endorsements of Ford

Motor Company or Nike are advertised on the golfer's clothing and gear. Ar

mani, Hugo Boss, Tommy Hilfiger, and Ralph Lauren have all designed golf

appare1.42 Additional crests and emblems appear on special vestments, like the

jackets or hats that signal membership in a club or btothethood of champions.

Association with the Maharishi Ot Arnold Palmer could be consttued to

be a distended version of "commodity fetishism" and its "accidental" values.43

Yet values attached to the Maharishi or Arnold Palmer are also easily associ

ated with the irrational activities of symbolic capital. Like Pierre Bourdieu's

example of the eXtra yoke of oxen bought afterthe hatvest to make a family

appear prosperous. these gurus, without exertion, miraculously and irration

ally ptoduce value." The logistical and the liturgical, in equal ptoportions, can

be quantified and accompanied by currency, ctedit cards, and lending points.

The product does not become something almost mystical because a profit mo

tive separates it from use value. It begins with an almost mystical belief that is

quickly commodified.

Baby Busters claim to be the most «authentic" in relationships yet they are more likely
than any other generational segment to engage in sex outside ofmarriage, less likely to
devote time to serving others, and the least values-driven . .. «downscale"people are less
likely to discuss theirfielings, values and beliifs with others, and are more open to ad
vice.from non-traditionalspiritualsources.

-Market research fOr spiritual organizations45

We had been warned that, culturally, the Japanese refUse to carry to-go fOod or bever
ages on the street. .Yet many customers were walking out the doorproudly carrying their
Starbucks cups with the logo showing. I stood there watching with Howard Behar, ar
chitect ofour international expansion. He turned to me with tears in his eyes.

-Howard Schultz, chairman ofStarbucks46

Phase I willfiature the worlds only "levitating" building-a 42-ton structure that ap
peal's to float 15fiet above a lake. Guests will ride flying chariots that shrink and dive
into the molecular structure ofa rose. They willplunge down a swirlinggolden whirl
poolandemerge in a crystal city miles within the earth. The world's greatest magic show

willprove that nothing is impossible.

-Description ofproposed Vedaland amusementpark"

Commercial organizations and spiritual organizations deploy similar business

strategies for survival and success. BothAPGM and MGDF inherit ftom com

panies like Wal-Matt a reliance on the ability to optimize data with ttacking

software and special logistics. Religious organizations may consciously borrow

the same business practices, even marketing their organization not only to in

crease the flock but also to understand how religious practices compare with

popular commercial activities and other cultural preoccupations. Many have

their own marketing gurus to help them design the influence of a congregation

or spititual gtouping. They may tabulate, fot instance, tithing patterns, "faith

trends," or "technology usage of born-again Christians."48

Both the Church of Lattet-Day Saints and the Unification Chutch rein

fotce the long-standing coptesence of spiritualism and business. The LDS Ot

ganization is worth billions of dollats, and would tank among the Fortune 500

companies. It has built temples in 245 countties and 300 cities. Indeed, 88 of

the 112 tevelations deliveted to Joseph Smith, nineteenth-century spititual

leadet of the Chutch, wete telated to the Church finances." The Motmons also

established their own independent state in Utah, and considered their various

outposts around the world to constitute the sovereign state of Zion. Similarly,

the Unification Church, often tefetted to as "the Moonies," has a multibillion-

dollar global business in shipping, automobiles, arms, and communication. (see DPRK]
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In addition to sharing business strategies, commercial and spiritual

organizations have also occasionally used precisely the same spatial formats and

marketing techniques. One unusual example was the TM organization's plan

for Vedaland, a theme park to be designed in collaboration with the late magi

cian Doug Henning, who died in February 2000. The original idea, as Hen

ning described it in Lift Magazine in 1990, was to provide a park for which

"the themes of the attraction will be knowledge, enlightenment and enter

tainment. "50 Initially the theme park was to be located in Florida, on 450 acres

near Walt Disney World, at a cost of one billion dollars." Developing the con

cept further, withour Henhing, the International Maharishi Vedaland board

was, as of summer 200 1, making plans for a scaled-down version near Niagara

Falls in Canada that never materialized." The park was to be the world's only

levitating building, presumably achieved by its reflection in a body of water.

Another "Vedanata" organization. focusing on practical, secularized ver

sions of the Hindu Vedas, Art of Living (AOL), also deploys spectacular tech

niques seemingly borrowed from the entertainment industry. AOes leader. Sri

Sri Ravi Shankar (TM's Jack Nicklaus of sorts), was an early follower of Ma

harishi Mahesh Yogi who comes complete with a beatific aurobiography. Even

as a child, he could be "discovered chanting the shlokas of the Bhagavad Gita."

His followers write that, in adulthood, "Joy, love, playfulness, poetry, deep wis

dom and a twinkle of mischief have all come together in the person of Sri Sri

Ravi Shankar."" The AOL meditation hall of their ashram near Bangalore, for

instance, is a large structure with a computer-programmed lighting show that

is visible for miles." Nevertheless, Art of Living's focus is slightly different from

that of the TM organization. It claims to be one of the largest NGOs in the

world, working in over 140 countries to provide relief and aid to the poor.55

After houses of worship or meditation, perhaps the most striking devel

opment format shared by many spiritual organizations is the university. The

Maharishi's organization has numerous universities. Soka Gakkai, a Buddhist

lay group founded in 1930, has recently built Soka University of America in

Aliso VIejo, California, a private liberal arts college. Designed by Hardy Holz

man Pfeiffer, it was intended to resemble a Mediterranean hill town. 56 Ave

Maria University, a Catholic college in Florida, will be built with funding from

the billionaire who founded Domino's Pizza.57

Megachurches, awidespread phenomenon in America, have begun to or

ganize their ministry with spatial products like malls, television studios, food

courts, and fitness centers in large enclosed complexes. There are hundreds

of megachurches in the United States, serving 150 denominations. Texas and

California are each home to over a hundred megachurches. Some-like the

Willow Creek Community Church, the Community Church of Joy, or the

Lakewood Church-are complexes in which the congregation lives, shops,

exercises, and dines. They may have a gym, a McDonald's, or a rock-climbing

wall. They are active seven days a week. with a charismatic leader and a very

large congregation engaged in many events devoted to both worship and social

interaction. The Lakewood Church, like many megachurches, also televises in

a massive studio sanctuary, which features all the flags of the world around a

large pulpit stage. Megachurch books and CDs are often distributed by retail

ers like Wal-Mart and CostcO.58

Just as spiritual organizations have adopted commercial business strate

gies, so New Age CEOs have likewise adopted techniques associated with self

help and spirituality. They have replaced the word "monopoly" with "family,"

"sharing" intelligence by entering into massive affiliations that numb the com

petition. Many of the companies want their spatial brand to mean everything,

to encompass an approach to living, often by affiliation with other spatial prod

ucts. Not only more divisions. but also more products come into the constella

tion, and more potential competitors are converts to the fold. Associations with

infrastructure, advertising. entertainment, or celebrities provide flattering ac

coutrements to serve a company that no longer wants to look omnifunctional

and self-sufficient. This often means, however, that the constellation of spatial

products is simply going through another cycle of expansion, incorporation,

and risk-spreading. These affiliations enhance the brands, extend contact time,

or expand the market by associating with other similar companies. An anti

competition stance masquerades as an antimonopoly stance. In addition to

handling real estate, merchandising and advertising divisions, retailers often

find themselves actually adopting the methods of their affiliates to form in

creasingly hybridized products and services. Chains, franchises, and brands af

filiate, timing their offerings to deliver and disgorge audience members from

meals to movies to shopping, styling and coordinating all of life's accoutre

ments from evening dresses to potting soil.
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While APGM's primary affiliation is with its celebriry, like any contem

porary commercial organization (or spiritual organization) it exists as a "fam

ily" of partnerships stretching into several different areas of commerce,

including TV tournaments and products bearing the celebtiry name. The affili

ated companies include Palmer Coutse Design Company, Arnold Palmer Golf

Academy, the Univetsiry Clubs of America, Arnold Palmer Golf Tournament

Services, Arnold Palmer Enterprises (licensing and endorsements), and Tour

18 Golf Through the Golf Channel, APGM is associated with televised tour

naments like the Bob Hope Chrysler Classic." APGM managets have grasped

every possible opportunity to merchandise golf products and accessories bear

ing the Arnold Palmer name, including footwear, clothing, and even self-help

programs.60 Jack Nicklaus's global company, run by father, sons, and sons-in

law, has a number of affiliations, including golf academies, clothing and equip

ment, art and memorabilia, books and Golden Bear Realry."

Even commercial organizations without a totemic leader like Arnold

Palmer, Maharishi Mahesh Yoga, or Martha Stewart may develop psychologi

cal profiles for their company. Wardrobes, architecture, or an inevitable auto

biography of the CEO are crafted into self-reflexive promotional devices. This

psychology then extends to a set of ambient urban protocols and narratives

conducive to consumption. In the rypical CEO profile, information is drawn

into one of several hackneyed plot lines chroriicling an unlikely ascent to power

based on a simple dream to sell at a discount to "just plain folks" in rural areas,
or to sell a "hand-made" cup of coffee with feeling and heart.

Wal-Mart}s leader, Sam Walton} now deceased} was a mascot of sorts for

the company, leading cheers like the one that begins «Give me a W, Give me an

A," or the one that ends "so help me Sam." He inspired the kind of company

loyalty seen, for instance} in the employee's willingness to procure pens from

conferences to save money.63

Meanwhile Wal-Mart, no longet a suburban legend, has been naturalized

as a global force. The company is China's fifth-largest ttading pattner, and it has

expanded into Argentina} Brazil} Canada} China, Germany, Mexico, Puerto

Rico, and South Korea. Wal-Mart has released a statement to the effect that

"The United States has only 4.5 percent of the world's population, so the way

we see it, that leaves most of the world as potential Wal-Mart customers."64

Although it was voted down, Wal-Matt has also tested its sovereignry by

attempting to legislate its own jurisdictional area in Inglewood, California.

The so-called "Wal-Matt, California" would be exempt from local laws that

would conflict with Wal-Matt's development ptotocols.65

Statbucks chaitman Howatd Schultz wrote a psychologized and soul

searching autobiographical account of the company's development, Pour lDur
Heart into It, that follows Clintonesque plot lines. Schultz makes mistakes. He

retreats to the wilderness. He comes back and asks for forgiveness. After his

own father dies} he is mentored by other former executives of gigantic com

panies. He cries with his employees} and gives them dental coverage. He needs

to reach everyone, one cup at a time. Shultz is a righteous leader with an ex

hippy-entrepreneurial ethic, prepared to promote new myths about authen

ticiry. Situated perfectly between the neottaditional boomets and the younger

hipstets, he is not like those big chains: McDonald's and Wal-Matt. Detrac

tors hurr his feelings, but the mass conversion to drinking his coffee and its

mystique fills him with a wistful pride. Statbucks, the cloying "new utbanists"

of the American hypermarket, generate their own form of urbanism through

stores so numerous and repetitive that they cannibalize each other, or operate

like TV commercials. With the chain sometimes expanding by one store a day,

thete will eventually be mote Starbucks in Asia than in Notth America. Stat

bucks will be the new Coke, and the stores will be the new "third place" or

"front porch. "66

Today, Maharishi University ofManagement celebrates the dawn ofa New World
Order ofPeace, as demonstrated by the invincibility ofPresident Fidel Castro ofCuba,
the freedom ofPreSIdent Robert Mugabe ofZimbabwe, the Divine Rulmhip ofPresi
dent Abdurrahman Wohid ofIndonesia, and the casting offofCOITUpt democracy by
President Robert Guei ofthe Ivory Coast.67

Israel is a child ofAmerica. I haveforgotten about Israel because when people are mur
derers} who can bother about them?All that is happening in Israel is the doing ofAmer
ica. Wherever there is destruction, it's the doing ofAmerica. For the sake ofpoliteness,
one may not say that. but those are my thoughts.

-Maharishi Mahesh Yogi"
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The purpose ofthe Parliaments ofWorld Peace is not to compete with, or replace, the
currentfunctions ofgovernment, whoseprimaryfocus has been coping with the nations
criticalproblems. ... Thepurpose o[the Parliaments o[WorldPeace will be to prevent
problemsfrom arising. we will make the administration ofevery nation simple.

-Dr. john Hagelin, "Minister o[Science and Technology" in the "Global Country""

The MGDF's attempt to identitY and control the world's trouble spots has en

tangled the organization in several political misadventures. At one time, the,
Maharishi regularly rook stands concerning global leaders or forecast political

trends. In 1978, armed with the "scientifically" verified numbers required to

make the earth "invincible," the Maharishi's "World Peace Project" dispatched

1,400 TM experts to Nicaragua, Lebanon, Iran, Cambodia, Zimbabwe, the

Middle East, and Iran,7° According to predictions, the "effect" would reduce

crime, war fatalities, regional conflict, and terrorism, while improving foreign

relations. 71 In the late 1980s the TM group monitored crime rate, occurrence

of fires, traffic accidents, and rises in the stock market in Israel to find a corre

spondence between meditation and improvements in each of these indices.

They even published their findings in the journal ofConflict Resolution." In

1994, President Joaquim Alberto Chissano of Mozambique began ordering his

military and police to meditate for twenry minutes each day. While initially re

ported as a success, the plan was discontinued for "administrative reasons. "73

As part of the effort to influence global politics, the TM organization also

made several attempts to establish a sovereign nation. In 2001, the organization

targeted 3,500 hectares (8,645 acres) of space within the South American

country of Suriname. The organization planned to lease the land for two hun

dred years in exchange for $1.3 billion dollars' worth of investment and ten

thousand jobs. It would establish an agricultural communiry there as well as a

central bank, with the new Raam currency." On June 23, 2002, TM's Global

Country of World Peace announced the establishment of a state-within-a

state called Rika Shanti Rashtra among the BriBri people of the Talamanca

Indian reserve in Costa Rica. One of the members of the tribe, Epe De Awapa

Lisandro, was named king. The TM group offered the tribe $250 dollars a

month per family, a "trouble-free" administration, and investment in organi

cally grown products that, rogether with Indian cratts, would be marketed un

der the Global Country label. Perhaps not sufficiently tempted by the offer,

I

Costa Ricas President Pacheco reportedly asked the Global Country adherents,

including the prime ministet of the Global Country of World Peace, Em

manuel Schiffgens, to leave on July 19, 2002."

In a broadcast on July 10,2002, the Maharishi's organization announced

that it would stop trying to persuade world leaders to adopt its policies, and at

tempt instead to pursue another component of the Global Country of World

Peace: its Peace Palaces. According to the plan, the Peace Palaces, planned for

3,000 of the world's largest cities, would be placed in prominent locations,

controlling some agricultural land that is either adjacent or nearby. Some

renderings of the Peace Palace resemble early American primitive paintings of

rural communities, many of which were also based on development guidelines

that extended into the spiritual realm. The simple isometric drawings show

long white bar buildings, not unlike those that have been developed in the flat

farmland of Vedic Ciry in Iowa. A rypical Peace Palace would organize 6,300

square meters (almost 68,000 square feet) of building and 1,500 hectares

(3,750 acres) of agricultural land. Ten wealthy individuals, the "disringuished

founders," would purchase land and finance improvements. The start-up in

vestment of almost $4 million, including the expenses of the peacekeeping ex

perts who would be farming and marketing the organic crops, would begin to

be repaid within the first three years, after the first harvest. Surplus profits could

be shared among the initial sponsors and managing directors,76 Currently there

ate plans to build Peace Palaces in Canada, the USA, and Australia.?? The Los

Angeles site drew David Lynch, Laura Dern, and Heather Graham to an open

ing celebration.78

Having workedinternationallJ in japan, Thailand, Korea, China, Taiwan, The Phil
ippines, Guam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Germany. Spain, Australia, vene
zuela, Canada, Costa Rica, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Venezuela and India, Palmer
Course Design can provide its clients with unsurpassed knowledge andproducts specific
to their needs with a sensitivity to culturalandpolitical differences.79

The Chinese have a hungerfor the Western lifestyle andgolfis agame where you must
be in the privileged class to play. ... Like people who drive Mercedes Benz or BMWs,
you have "arrived" in society ifyou play golf 80
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The Arnold Palmer organizarion designed rhe firsr golf course in China in

1984: Chung Shan in Guandong Province. In rwenryyears, over a million Chi

nese have taken up golf, and in China the political and environmental prob

lems associated with the game in the West are exacerbated. Golf is an economic
indicator, tied to growth, hierarchies of wealth, and landownership issues.sl

Requiring so much land, golf is indexed in relation to grain shoftages and

desertification in China.82 It has also been a contentious and empowering issue

for farmers, whose complaints about losing land to golf developers without ad

equate compensation have gotten the attention of the central government as

well as promises of compensation. The Ministry of Land and Resources, in

some newspaper reports, has targeted golf in its concerns about land abuse,

claiming to have approved only a fraction of the courses in China.83

Moreover, golf, like World Trade Centers, appears in free trade zones and

oil fields, POft and other enclave forms. A massive Jack Nicklaus-designed

complex of ten golf courses and communities, Mission Hills, has also ap

peared near the port and free trade zones of Shenzhen.84 Golf courses accom

pany most American military installations in the South Seas or the Arabian

Peninsula. The horizontal golf landscape joins and, in some cases, replaces the

high-rise silhouette of a Hilton hotel as a symbol of aspirations to Western cul

ture. A licensed Arnold Palmer T-shirt appeared in a dury-free shop on the

southern edge of the Korean DMZ, as if signaling, as does the Maharishi, that

the game of golf is poised as peacemaker on the edge of a belligerent country.85

Golf first appears to be a gymnastic version of diplomatic protocols. Its

association with landscape, and so with tranquility, has even sponsored the

ironic speculation that it appears with greatest frequency not in belligerent

countries but in stable. peace-loving ones.86 Sporting events are the tools of

diplomacy; but golf is the sport that the diplomats themselves play. Especially

on American soil. foreign leaders are expected to be able to summit in special

confines of the golf coutse.87 The World Golf Village in St. Augustine, Flor

ida, is further evidence of golf's self-portrayal as a global unifYing force. Ap

proached via the International Golf Parkway, the World Golf Village grows

radially from a central circular lake within which islands are shaped like the

edges of North and South American continents. The town even conjoins the ri
val rwins, Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus, in a single coutse called the "King

and Bear."" Yet Osama bin Laden reinforced a broader public opinion about

3.2 Palmer Design's first
golf course in China:
Chung Shan Hot Spring
Golf Club, Zhongshan
City, Guangdong Prov
ince.lmage courtesy of
Palmer Design.
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3.3 Aerial view of
World Golf Village in
St. Augustine, Florida.
Image courtesy of World
Golf Village Hall of
Fame.

golf as a game associated with politics when he included in one of his training

sessions the assassination ambush of a golf tournament for globalleaders.89

To combat the scourge o/golf, the GlobaIAnti-Go/fMovement wasftunded in 1993
byJapanese marketgardener Gen Morita after he discovered that his crops were con
taminated by chemicals from the water draining offa nearby go/fcourse. GAGM has
beeen observing a "World No Go/fDay" since the 1990s.90

The most important technique for both APGM and MGDF in their pursuits

of real estate, political influence, and spiritual persuasion is the maintenance

of a partial story, the brand amnesically refreshed. In the case of both TM and

golf, a generational line of succession is part of this refreshment. Both organ

izations make stories, accompanied by cash deals. The fictional content of the

story is essential to the organization's transcendent success. Multiple mas

querades strengthen it, making it both more elusive and more pervasive. The

ambivalent status of these organizations in terms of taxes or international

jurisdiction protects them from most reprisals. The Maharishi's various pro

grams are often replaced before they reach fruition. For instance, the global

capital, or the center in which the Peace Parliaments are to be convened, re

mains unclear. Vedic City is certainly one global center in some readings of

the literature. Other readings would suggest that the global capital is to be on

the banks of the Ganges, where 10,000 (the number varies ftom 10,000 to

40,000) Vedic pandits would reside.'! Nevertheless, no explanations about an

alteration of plans accompany any of these changes-just a new installment

in the story, and a rearrangement of the statistics, with a few numbers

changed. Each new scheme is usually just a few billionaires away ftom spiri

tual perfection and world peace.

In this mixture of commodity fetishism and symbolic capital, the en

hancements to products are continually removed from associations with labor

or rational business techniques. Yet as branding develops techniques for quan

tifying ineffable beliefs and tituals, symbolic capital becomes more than auxil

iary insurance to the workings of material capital, more than a psalm dropped

at the altar. Beliefs, associations, and rituals become the material of capitalist

exchange-sometimes the more ephemeral the better. These fabrications are at
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'a ;...

the heart of production. If the strategies of both believers and cheaters are suc

cessful, because one presents only the tautology of belief and the other pre

sents a proliferation of stories, the mutual mimicry between spiritual and

commercial organizations achieves the best of both strategies.

Both the TM and Palmer organizations share a gently unrelenting polit

ical disposition. One of the TM logos pictures a map of the world over which

the Maharishi's head hovers, and from his head sporlights of satellite TV beam

down to a below. Golden starbljrsts surround this galaxy. Arnold Palmer Golf

similarly features Arnold Palme~'s face expressing both introspective concen

tration and a scan of the horizon. He is surrounded by a timeless green land

scape that spans generations, and is covered with patches of saturated sun and

shade. In this ephemeral space of meditation and afternoon walks, cohesion re

lies on fiction camouflaged into a broader landscape of persuasion in which all

things. however unrelated or unfinished, might be construed to be progressive

steps toward innocence and perfection.

Offshore Kish was barren and deserted before Mr. Sabet started this place. Our re
ligion favors pleasure and entertainment as long as it is not provocative.
Plus, he has created jobs, and tourists are bringing money to the island.
There is nothing un-Islamic about that.

-Religious leader in Kish92

Islands are ideal sites for the TM organization's aspirations toward na
tionhood. The MGDF offered Tuvalu, a coliection of coral atolis in Ocea
nia, two million dollars annually in exchange for the right to make the
island aTM state. The offer was rejected." The TM organization also of
fered the island of Rota in the Mariana Islands asimilar arrangement: an
investment of over a billion dollars, gardens, and a university if it would
secede from the rest of the islands and become a sovereign nation. The
Global Country of World Peace held its parliament on the island, which

it called the "Capital of the Global Country of World Peace;' in March
2002, but by Aprii 2002 Rota had decided that itwould remain within the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Isiands, and maintain its asso

ciation with the United States."
The isiand of Kish, off the coast of Iran, is becoming increasingly

attractive for its loosening of Islamic rules of conduct, including head
scarves, tOUChing between couples, and the consumption of aicohoi.
Some of those Iranians who might have vacationed in Dubai are now
vacationing in Kish. While the beaches are segregated, couples mix in
jet-ski or speedboat rides. They shop in malls, and sneak liquor into their
hotel rooms after all-night entertainments. There is even prostitution
on the island. A developer of one of the island's Grand Dariush hotels,
Hossein sabet, also owns hotels on the Canary Islands. The dramatically
lit hotels feature gigantic marble halls and massive Persian statuary.
Nearby resort programs include an aquarium, an amusement park, and a
dolphinarium." Sometimes called "Kish free zone:' the island permits
offshore banking and supports business, trade, and tourism." While cit
izens of most countries of the world do not require avisa for entry, Israeli
citizens are not permitted on the island.

Similarly Dubai has been designed to provide a largely secular
environment for its many tourists and businessmen. The United Arab
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Emirates is already an offshore island of sorts for the entire world, and
the capital and headquarters of all global offshore activity-from clon
ing experiments to data storage to an outpost of America's homeland

security.
Since 1999, it has also begun to build island formations that are

so large that they will be visible from space. Promoted as the eighth
wonder of the world, one of these formations, The Palms, actually takes
the form of date palms in silhouette. Each of the fronds emanates from

a trunk of entertainment and resort bUildings and extends out into the,
water like a peninsular cul-de-sac, adding in allover 120 kilometers of
expensive coastline. Encircling the entire formation offronds is an outer
breakwater. In this engineering feat, each of the shapes is made by com
pacted sand and rock dropped precisely from boats, while divers con
duct the necessary underwater structural and environmental work.
Houses are townhouse mansions similar to those that might be sold in
North Dallas, Texas. Tourists and Western expatriates populate the ad
vertisements.97

Another island formation, The World, using a similar engineering

technique, creates an archipelago that takes the shape of the world's
continents. On these islands, owners from anywhere in the world may
create anything from a private compound to a resort. Some will mimic
the glamorous global locations to which they correspond geographically.
The World also advertises complete privacy and safety for its offshore
owners and tenants by providing a small fleet of security boats charged
to continuously troll the waters between islands.98

i
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Park

Korea Container TerminalAuthority will make every effortpossible to achieve the goal
ofKorea becoming the most wealthy logistics nation in the new millennium maritime
era. LookingfOrwardto readers'bundless [sic] love, concern andunsparing lashingand
encouragements to us.

-Kim Kwang-Soo. President. Korea Container TerminalAuthority'

In the imagination, e-mailandairmailcome to bracket the totality ofglobalmovement,
with the airplane taking care ofeverything that is heavy. Thus theproliftration ofair
courier companies and mail-order catalogues serving the professional, domestic, and
leisure needs ofthe managerial and intellectual classes does nothing to bring conscious
ness down to earth, or to turn it in the direction ofthe sea, theforgotten space.

-Allan Sekula'

The sea, no longer the peripheral territory of the state, now carries over 95 per

cent of the world's freight, and sloshes up against a gigantic new form of global

city-the logistics city.' The now-familiar comainer, filled with flip-flops,

panties, animals, tangerines, and microelectronics, is the germ of a surprisingly

excessive urbanism. "Parks," orgman patois for campuses or headquarters, and

"distriparks" are the aggregate units of this new global conurbation-often

automated enclaves that sort and redistribute the contents of containers for

e-commerce. Global trade involves not simply the comrol of virtual packets

of information, but also the movement of enormous amounts of material

between port installations and the logistical fields rhar form around rhem.

Whatever the flicker of media persuasions, or the instant transfers of virtual

wealth, parks are the materializations of digital capital that reside on the
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network side of the computer screen. They are the back lots of heavy manu

facturing that thrive in the slippery space between national jurisdictions.

From New York to Sao Paulo to Tokyo, vertical circulation generated the
skyscraper urbanism of the most familiar form of global city, the global city as

financial center. From Singapore to Rotterdam to Hong Kong, automated sort

ing devices organize a horizontal global city, the global city as logistics center.

These automated devices, necessary for the seamless and increasingly efficient

movement of goods, confla~e the long-standing aspirations of cars, elevators,

and rapid transit to achiev~ omnidirectional movement. Automated guided

vehicles (AGVs), matured in the military, are now the devices of peacetime

logistics, currently deployed in what the industry calls "materials handling."

Throughout their history, these conveyance germs have been components of

various futurologies with different political dispositions. While most of these

future projections typically intone utopian scripts of frictionless passage and

perfect responsiveness, most actually arrive with their own forms of friction,
congestion, and failure.

The world's top ports-Hong Kong, Singapore, Pusan, Kaohsiung, Rot

terdam, Shanghai, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Hamburg, and Antwerp-con

tinue to vie for top rank.4 Rotterdam is forty square miles in area. Hamburg is

twenty-eight square miles. Conurbations of free economic zones (FEZs) in

China and Russia spread over hundreds of square kilometers.' Port conglom

erates such as Singapore's PSA, the United Kingdom's P & 0, Hong Kong's

Hutchison Port Holdings, and Europe's ECT are reminiscent of the mercan

tile companies of another time as they develop multiple high-tech installations

all over the world. 6 Megaships that populate these ports have, in recent years,

gone from carrying 6,500 TEUs (twenty-foot-equivalent units, or the equiva

lent of a 20-foot-by-8-foot-by-8.5-foot container) to carrying 9,000. k they

increase in capacity (some are over one thousand feet long), they must also be
unloaded even more quickly.'

Distriparks cluster not only around seaports but inland next to airports,

free trade zones, or UPS/FedEx hubs. They may attract not only warehouse

space but intelligent office space, export processing centers, IT campuses, call

ing centers, conference/exhibition centers, and other programs. The Taisugar

Kaohsiung Logistics Park, Tsurugashima City near Tokyo, the Airport Logis

tics Park serving Singapore, Schiphol's Y-town, or any number of formations 1
'f

I

from China to South America have been planned around the park mode!.'

AllianceTexas, just north of Fort Worth, spreads an airport, intermodal hub,

and warehouse parks over sixty-five square miles.9Transpark in southern North

Carolina is over 15,000 acres, and its developers are considering additional

parks in Thailand, The Philippines, and Germany. 10

The logistics city has done everything it can to remain undetected by

and independent of any political jurisdiction. It is not sited in its locality

but, rather, positioned within a global network of similar enclaves serviced

by autonomous infrastructure. ll The city typically streamlines customs and

lifts taxes in special economic zones (SEZs), or export processing zones, even

trading on these loopholes and benefits transnationally to, for instance, laun

der the identity of a product, or employ cheap labor. Although they are spaces

of exemption, the world's major inland and oceangoing ports are also spaces

of piracy, refugees, tax sheltering. and labor exploitation. Moreover. they have

now also become the locus of global anxieties about security. Consequently, de

spite all attempts at immunity, the logistics city is a powerful global entity, in

the crosshairs of political conflict.

we have now moved beyond the simplistic arguments between, on the one hand, a "Sil
icon Valley" replica and on the other, afinancial centre. Instead there has now emerged,
we believe, a consensus that Hong Kong shouldposition itselfas the world-class city of
Asia by, inter alia, making better and more sophisticated use oftechnology. The latter
should not be developedfor its own sake but as an important ingredient in the integral
development ofHong Kong as a world city. ...

Ifall the above developments areput together, we believe a strong case can be made
ofdeveloping Hong Kong into the worlds leading logistic hub ofa global scale."

On the main floor the mechanical tedium is relieved in three ways: in the build-up of
single pallets, with workers arranging dozens ofsmallpackages trimly in an eight-by
ten-ftot-square load . .. by the loading ofoddly shaped or remarkable objects-a
matchedset offtUl; dark blue Porsche 911s, a completepreftbricated CalifOrnia ranch
style house; and by the sheer variety ofgoods-bins ofchilled horsemeat, Persian car
pets, diplomatic mail bound in sisal twine and sealed with red wax, bear testicles,
museum art exhibits, cases ofexplosives. 13
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Cultural addictions are found not only in intoxicating and liberatory land

scapes, but also in the environments of the compulsive workaholic. The urban

addictions of the logistics city are associated with obsessional stacking and sort

ing behaviors. This, in turn, fuels the tabulation of tonnage, berth length, and

throughput that the pon can handle. Commodity chains undercut the compe

tirion by searching the world for the cheapest labor, unfilled quotas, and ef

ficient matetial-handling. For instance, global commodity chains may take

cotton from Savannah, send it to the Pearl River Delta to be spun into fabric,

then on to a factoty in India, and finally to a processing zone in Bangladesh in

the hunt for ephemeral savings. Spices from Hungaty mixed wirh pork from

Mexico to make Vienna sausages in Long Beach may represent another tri

umph of orgman efficiency. Ports, the capitals of trading regions, are compet

itive rivals. Extreme in their desire for accomplishment and overachievement,

most of the terminals are completely wired, producing and correlating data

about every aspect of shipping. A statistical swagger is invariably part of their
bravado and bluster.I'

The ECT Delta Terminal in Rotterdam and the Hong Kong Air Cargo

Terminal (HACTL) are among the most automated terminals in the world.

The Delta terminal operates rw-enty-fouf hours a day in order to compete with

the relatively cheap labor of the stevedores. 15 A driverless ballet of automated

stacking cranes CASCs) andAGVs wait, receive cargo, and glide along, at eleven

miles per hour, moving containers from ships and pallets to warehouses.
Transponders in the pavement and a remote monitoring system provide re

dundant controls. Otherwise the vehicles and their cargo are the only citizens

of this kilometer-long terminal, observed by asmall team of operators in a con

trol tower. 16 Obdurate physical material ideally behaves more like information,

sorting itself and thus further enticing the distribution addict to his obsession.
In this landscape of machines and vehicles, materials are not belts or cogs in the
machinery, but chips or bits in an information Landschaft.

Just as acres and acres of outdoor space can be transformed into a ma

chine, the warehouse is also becoming an automatic building. Within each

supply chain, the movement of containers is just the first stage in an extended
choreography of storage and retrieval that descends in scale to the pallet and

the individual unit for sale. The internal mechanisms in the eight-story spaces

of warehouses eliminate the need for floors, substituting instead mechanical

I

4.1 Field of containers
and AGVs at the ECT
Delta TerminaL Image
courtesy of ECT Delta
Terminal <www.ect.nl>.
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stacking devices and pallet racks that may extend several stories in height. Stor

age and retrieval devices ride along tracks in the floor and lift materials from the

pallet racks. Pallet forklifts, intricate networks of belt and skate wheel convey

ors, horizontal and vertical carousels of stacked racks and drawers, work with

robotic gantries and AGVs of all kinds to constantly redistribute the contents

of the box. The floor, more than merely the dutable sutface underfoot, is the

map or infrastructure holding the other half of an intelligent navigation sys

tem. FROG, a company that develops vehicles for industry, transport, and en

tertainment, has developed an AGV with internal mapping able to navigate

areas of 100,000 square feet. It uses steering angle, wheel rotation, and odom

etry to navigate while occasionally double-checking the course against graphic

or electronic detectors in the floor. I? Automatic warehouses also literally per

form like the motherboard of a computer, combining and redisttibuting goods

as bytes and containers like software containers.

Once we visualize cars as chips with wheels, it's easier to imagine airplanes as chips with
wings, farms as chips with soil, houses as chips with inhabitants. }'es, they will have
mass, but that mass will be subjugated by the overwhelmingamount ofknowledge and
information flowing through it. In economic terms, these objects will behave as ifthey
had no mass at alL In that way, they migrate to the network economy.

-Kevin Kelly"

Academia-level award winningprogrammers with PHD degrees guarantee to deliver
whatyou need in shortest time on your budget.

-SoftAcademia.com, a company providing automated logisticsprogramming19

Organizational paradigms that control AGVs reflect the political dis

position of the logistics orgman and his park Landschaft. The fleet of AGVs

typically links decision with position in a dance of cooperation and avoid

ance. Control systems are decentralized, since centralized systems are more dif

ficult to expand. Although it is hierarchical, the system does not generate an

arborescent organization. Rather, the hierarchy might be described as a layer

ing of subsets of sequenced tasks, thus dividing the problem into manageable

4.2 Control Room

Eel Delta lerrY'ina

Photographer: And'e ...

Moddrel!.
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and redundant components. Heuristics are a series of rules or choices along a

pathway, and greedy heurisrics are the optimal selections from among these

choices. Greedy algorithms solve a problem by talting the next step based on lo

cal of immediate knowfedge. However excessive its sorting behaviors, the fleet

of AGVs sets about its tasks, free of neuroses, considering its decisions only

when it has arrived at the crossroads. The ground plan outlines a pattern of be

havior that involves no advanced planning but, rather, the moment-to-

[see Seas] moment recognition of advantageous patterns.20

In the world of transshipment, extreme desires for flexibility are actually

extreme desires for control. Supply chains need information correlating stock

against timing and price. Companies portray themselves as instantly responsive

to consumer desires even though, as Manuel Castells has pointed out, these

structures of flexibility are really defensive structures for controlling or an

ticipating the desires of consumers. «'Toyotism,'" he has written, "is a man

agement system designed to reduce uncertainty rather than to encourage

adaptability. "21 Within the boundaries of its world, the organization appears to

be free of adverse consequence, yet the species of information that it circulates

within the system is always completely compatible, combinable, and divisible.

The organization attempts to banish the error that it requires for growth. Or

ganizations may control so much, so effectively, that they find it difficult to ad

mit contradictory information. The inability to learn is referred to, in the

industry, as a control etror. A control error typically precedes a failure of

greater-than-normal magnitude. Yet transshipment logisticians seem to have

developed a combination of absolute control that scours the process for infor

mation. They require information of others not so that they can alter them

selves, but so that others can alter themselves to conform to their protocols. The

control organization can then demand compatibility, or predict the most op

portune moment to abandon one organization or identity for another.

For instance, Wal-Mart, one of the original innovators in computerized

stock-keeping, continues to insist on more and more data, as new devices for

tracking inventory and customizing goods attempt to contain errors. Beyond

bar codes, Wal-Mart has now begun to require from its suppliers the installa

tion of radio frequency identification (RFID) or smart tagging microchips on

its products. With their own antennae, these chips broadcast location, timing,

and expiration in the supply chain. Wal-Mart's volume of sales can command

supplier compliance even though the supplier will only be permitring Wal-

Mart to better monitor any errors it makes. 22 [see Error]

The logistics city shields the modern dream of comprehensive statistical

feedback in a zone of political quarantine where data function beautifully and

the world is a spreadsheet. The logistics orgman is a believer in robotics and or

ganizational paradigms found in popular books and CDs. No longer the ham

faced backslapping wharfie, transshipment specialists all around the world are

techies-not hackers or system administrators, but precision technicians with

the can-do of the military. Kevin Kelly's terse New RulesfOr the New Economy,

praised as "required reading for all executives," is an orgman literature of sorts.

written in the tone of one who is not presenting his father's version of the fu
ture. 23 Deriving rules from the digital and neobiological fascinations of com

plexity theory, cybernetics, and self-organizing systems, Kelly's paradigms favor

"plenitude" and resilient, redundant organization. He argues that networks

with large populations, whether organisms or markets naturalized as organ

isms, nourish themselves and grow more rapidly by relinquishing control at the

top.24 Yet the orgman, using the politics of greedy heuristics, determines his

temporary loyalties and attentions in response to information that must wait

on the decisions of a control organization with a singular purpose.

This superb one-directional highway with its seven lanes. ... at designated speeds of
50, 75and100 milesper hour is engineeredftr easygrades andftr speedwith safity· ...
Traffic moves at unreduced rates ofspeed Safi distance between cars is maintained by
automatic radar control Curb sides assist the driver in keepinghis car in theproper lane

under all circumstances.

-Narrationfrom To New Horizons, afilm accompanying the Futurama exhibition
ftr the 1939 New York Worlds Fair"

Technology. .. , There are two areas in which recent inventions can make a radicaldif
ference, controlandtransport. ... Robotics replace laborious, unwieldyprocesses ofstor
age, retrieval, sorting, and reshuffling with smooth movements offrenziedease thatforce
us to rethink entire systems ofclassification and categorization. ...

The second innovation is in transport. As more and more architecture isfinally un
masked as the mere organization offlow-shopping centers, airports-it is evident that
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4.3 Warehouses,
AllianceTexas, Image

courtesy of Hillwood,
AllianceTexas <http:
I/www.hillwood.com>.

circulation is what makes or breaks public architecture. .. . Two simple, almostprim
itive, inventions have driven modernization toward mass occupancy ofpreviously un
attainable heights: the elevator and the escalator. , .. One moves only up anddown, one
only diagonally. ...

At the dawn ofthe 21st century, a number ofadvances in vertical transportation
are being made, fivm cableless self-propelled elevator systems to Otis'. . . Odyssey, a
smalltrain, p!4tjOrm, or !4rge box that moves horizontally, vertically, anddiagonally
literally opening up new architectural potential· to extend the urban condition itself
from the groundfloor to strategicpoints inside a building in a continuous trajectory.

-Rem Koolhaas 26

WhenJ C. Penney moved its mailfacilityftom Manhattan to P!4no, Texas, it oleployed
afleet oftranscar vehicles ofdifferent types that moved through the buildingdelivering
mail alerting employees ofits arrival with a "ftiendly chime."27

The park landscape seems almost to achieve the perennial transportation

dream of omnidirectional, automated, intelligent streams of movement in

stantly responsive to need like the bloodstream, or like a network of electronic

circuits. In rhe air-condirioned Futurarna Exhibir ar rhe 1939 New York
World's Fair, one of the first dramatizations of this dream, a circular ring of

searing slowly rorated around the cenrral model, gradually revealing rhe pro

jeered tural and urban landscape of 1960. Its radio-conrrolled cars, seemingly

dispatched from posirion ro posirion, subsequenrly inspired heavily funded

experiments of the automobile and aerospace industry to pursue automated

rransporr systems. In the ulrimate-and as yer unfulfilled-furure, cars, be

loved by all, would aggregate or separare according ro the whims of passengers,

getting through the congestion of the city as mass transit and then morphing

into individual vehicles to deliver passengers to their front door. Bruno Litour's

Aramis, or the Love of Technology recounts one such tale of the irrational ro

mance of the most rational scientists with Aramis, a similar dual transport or

personal transport system. 28

Although it differed significanrly from the rralIic engineering of auro

mobiles, elevatoring also contributed to the dream of automated conveyance.

Elevators, the box from which one enters ~riskly in science fiction, shed their

operator, and were treated as a population of vehicles that could be timed and
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synchronized to work independently and in concert. 29 Both elevatoring and

robotics statt with a population of dumb identical objects that have only to

accomplish one simple task, such as moving up and down. While a single al

gotithm fot disttibuting hundteds of people through a skyscraper for ten hours

a day would be difficult to devise, brealting down the problem into a set of

simple activities with slight variations creates a fidd of objects that are, as a

population, intelligent.

Architectural proposals for kinetic or robotic environments resonate

with automated logistics as~well. Still, park landscapes are quite different from,

for instance, Archigram's portable bots (e.g., Logplug, Rokplug, and Cushicle)

that would provide individual mediated environments in a wilderness. Nor

are AGVs analogous to the gizmos of Reyner Banham's fascinations: the gun,

portable motor, or other devices to be slung over the shoulder and used to for

mat a new territory. The park's automatic warehouses do resemble some of

Cedric Price's proposals for the Potteries Thinkbelt, Phun City, or the Twenty

four-Hour Economic Toy. Price imagined universities, performance spaces,

and houses with traveling programs and scheduled responses to the inhabitant's

wishes, so that one's classroom or office could simply arrive by gantry at the de

sired moment. In these constructions, just as in the warehouses, the object of

transpott is not a passenger, but the building itself.

Ironically, two eccentric inventions originating in the back lots of the US

Interstate Highway system, a system that chose not to incorporate either au

tomation or intermodality, initiated the growth of multimodal transshipment

urbanism in ports all around the world. In the 1950s, the very decade that the

Interstate was legislated, Malcolm McLean of Sea-Land, a cargo shipping com

pany, introduced the idea of a transferable container, one that could be moved

from a rail car to the back of a truck, and onto an oceangoing vessel. Pursuing

the project as a private venture, in 1957 Mclean launched the first container

vessel, which traveled from Newark, New Jersey, to Port Houston, Texas. In

1966, he shipped to the first European container port in Rotterdam. Almost

concurrently, in 1954, the Cravens Company at Mercury Motor Express of

South Carolina installed in their factory the first AGV that operated from a

ceiling guide-wire. Although similar arrangements were broadly used in other

American factories, theAGV indusrrydid not take offin the United States, and

was supported instead in Europe.3o The port of Rotterdam, a leader in au-

tomation today, started the first container transshipment company in 1966,

and received Sea-Land's USS Fairland in 1967.
By combining the repertoires of cars, elevators, robots, and rapid transit,

the AGV descendants of these devices are returning to passenger applications

those behaviors originally conceived for human transport, but best rehearsed

with cargo. For instance, FROG has proposed that their logistics vehicles be

used as personal rapid transport prototypes, experimenting with these devices

as parking lot or transit shuttles in enclave formations between Schiphol and

the port of Rotterdam." With Yamaha motors, FROG has also developed and

tested an automated Cybercab.32 Schiphol, like many global hubs, is also pro

posing an underground logistics tunnel between trade and infrastructure

within which AGVs would deliver storage and freight as if in a utility network

or pneumatic tube system.33 Otis Elevators marketed an elevator-car hybrid,

the Odyssey system, designed to move horizontally and vertically through

buildings-from, for instance, parking lot to office. 34 In a similar project,

SchindlerMobile, now called SchindlerEurolift, and Porsche (automobile

companies often reenter the story) collaborated to build another horizontal!

vettical vehicle-the so-called "slowest Porsche on eatth."3S TranslogiclSwisslog

has designed a battery-operated, inftared-controlled AGY, called the Transcar,

that self-navigates the logistical spaces of hospitals, universities, and mail cen

ters. Completing the recombination of automobile and conveyance ambitions,

the Transcar is able to call an elevator, select a floor, and exit on that floor by

means of infrared signals from the controlling computer.36

Encoded with the means of inflating or deflating a building envelope or

recalibrating associated spaces, conveyance devices are germs or technological

imperatives that shape latger urban fields. The elevator traveled through urban

fields with the speed of an epidemic, propagating ciries in block aftet block of

towers in less than a half century. Just as an elevator must be added for every

twO floors of skyscraper height, escalators and moving sidewalks index the

world with expressions of building height to elevator core to traffic flow per

minute, or corridor length to travel time to airplane wingspan.3
? Controlled by

infrared, laser, radio, transponder, or even GPS, these elevators that can take an

elevator, or cabs that can take a cab, are components of a larger field of broad

cast signals, suggesting ways in which buildings and urban spaces surfaces

might be more readable and navigable.
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4.4 Interior, automated
warehouses, J. C. Penney.
Image courtesy of J. C.
Penney.

Whatever their utopian or dystopian-portrayals, the percolation of

transportation inventions and devices through culture is often errant and com

plex. The smart vehicles of rhe Fururama exhibition and irs descendants could

exist only in the absence of contingencies. & with many romantic dreams of

modernism, the explanation for their failure could only be that they had not

been fully perfected, or that the data had not all yet been received. With its

repetitive, modular problems, logistics perhaps more closely matches the orga

nizational paradigms and algorithmic capacities of automated control vehicles

than did the highway, wirh its impossible number of contingencies. Still, the

park only aspires to be free of contingencies, just as traffic engineers hoped that

statistics would predict the movements of cars in perfectly synchronized

streams. Dystopian visions of a control society in which robotic devices form

their own world of cybernetic communication are also too simple and too sin

gular-perhaps too consistent wirh the predictions and paradigms of rhe org

man himself. However ingenious they are, the movement of these automated

germs through culture follows an eccentric and jagged path through the back

lots of the market, transferred and retransferred, rejected and rediscovered.

Even embedded in a landscape designed for perfect self-reflexivity, AGVs, like

ships they serve, encounter their own politics and traffic jams that will not ad

here to singular logics and perfectly synchtonized feedback.

In the park's sterile political zone, its own civilization may begin again

from the beginning, and its germ of automated conveyance can adapt to other

purposes. While large areas of the Keppel Distripark, in Singapore, require

no human being, a neighborhood for logistics or transport business offices is

part of this automated urbanism. One primordial cultural offering there is

an air-conditioned cafeteria serving Muslim, Chinese, and Indian cuisine.38 In

other parks there may be special AGVs accommodating passengers as well as

cargo. For instance, one AGVon the market is fashioned as a clear plastic cylin

der, gliding on wheels hidden under its skirt. It is designed to permit managers

and overseeing businessmen to navigate the space. In this safety bubble, visi

tors to the installation, standing up and clutching the handrail, can progress

through the same slow choreography that the other vehicles share, inspecting

even the hazardous manufacturing or materials-handling installations.39 From

this hermetic bubble the logistics park citizens wish to encounter only their

own errors and catastrophes.
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The AirportCity is an environment where you can stay with the commercial dynamics
and allure ofa world town.

-G. J Cerfimtaine, president and CEO, Schiphol Group 40

Rapid expansion ofair travel, container shipping, andfiber-optic telecommunicatiom
links andflows across national boundaries make borders more ofan opportunity than a
barrier. 4 !

!
The boundaries ofthe region state are not imposed bypoliticalfiat. They are drawn by
the deft but invisible handoftheglobal marketfOr goods andservices. ... Region states
are natural economic zones.

-Kenichi Ohmae 42

The organizarional and political constitution that attends flexibility and greedy

heuristics extends from the scale of an automated device to the scale of the city

and region. Management guru Kenichi Ohmae has identified large cities or

«power corridors" within nations that were more distinct as trading powers

than the nations themselves. He also identified cross-national "growth trian

gles" that exist in the interstitial space between national jurisdictions. His tax

onomy classifies these "region states" as areas of five to twenty million people,

with an airport, a port. and container-handling capacity. With the usual con

£lation of liberalized economies and openness, Ohmae, writing in the early

1990s, charactetized these trading areas as fair, disinterested, and flexible. He

encouraged countries toward "relaxed control," a means of relenting to the "in

visible hand" and enabling an "exorable drive for prosperity. "43

If a "tegion state" is, morphologically, an aggregation of parks, legally it

is an aggregation of free economic zones that encourage foreign investment

and trade. The free pons that have existed since the sixteenth century evolved

into free trade zones between the world wars, and at mid-century began to

adopt special parametets. The fitst export processing zones (EPZs) were estab

lished in the 1960s in Kandla in India, Mayaguez in Puerto Rico, and Kao

hsiung in Taiwan. Maquiladoras, the often foreign-owned assembly plants on a

twenty-kilometer-wide border between the USA and Mexico, were also estab-

.\

lished in the 1960s. In 1979-80, China initiated the fitst special economic

zones (SEZs) in Fujian and Guangdong in the cities of Shenzhen, Zhuhai,

Shanrou, and Xiamen. Eastern Europe established it first free economic zones

at approximately the same moment. Science-based industrial parks or techno-

poles (SIPs) may also take on the legal status of a free trade zone." [see Shining]

Viewed as economic stimulants for developing countries, export pro

cessing zones became a global contagion, increasing in number from seventy

nine in 1975 to three thousand in 2003." EPZs are segregated areas where raw

materials or the contents of the containers are further developed, branded, or

packaged for movement onto the next container in the supply chain. They take

advantage of cheap, typically female, labor to perform a repetitive task or trans

late a product from one organizational regime to another. Some EPZs prohibit

strikes or unions. Large countries like South Korea often use export processing

zones as economic generators to benefit their own manufacturing base. Smaller

countries, like the Dominican Republic, may only be able to make of these

zones areas of quarantined wealth and exploitation. Nations, their consultants,

and their analysts struggle over ranking evils and gains in countries with severe

economic problems, as if the exploitation of labor were the result of poor man

agement or improper implementation of advice from the World Bank.46

As special economic zones have begun trading with each other, they have

generated international zones-cross-national political orders-that thrive

on a cocktail of exemptions. Most visible along the Asian-Pacific coast from

Russia to Indonesia. these zones are becoming central rather than littoral. Sin

gapore and Hong Kong are, in a sense, capitals of cross-national regions or

growth triangles. Xiangming Chen identifies three growth triangles in particu

lar to illustrate this transnational phenomenon: SIJORI, the transnational re

gion between Singapore, Johor, and Riau (an Indonesian province); the Tumen

River Regional Triangle on the border between China, Russia, and North Ko

rea; and the Greater South China Economic Region (GSCER), which has ex

perienced enormous growth since the late 1970s. when it opened its first four

special economic zones. Cars, clothing, and athletic shoes circulate in these wa

tets, their supply chains acting as a bond between poftS that may supply raw

material, labor, or management. These cross-national zones are not simply

open networks but, rather, special instruments in a complex game of filling

quotas, circumventing labor restrictions, and finding favorable 10gistics.47
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Looters broke through the wall around Haiti's main port Priday andpillaged contain
ers. As violence spread, at least four people were killed48

TO enhance navigational saflty andport security, MPA and Temasek-linked research
and development (R&D) company Growth Venture Pte Ltd have also been jointly de
veloping a cost-effective, transponder-based vessel identification andpositioning system
that wouldallow enforcement agencies to detennine the identity ofships within theport
waters.49

[In ApliI2002} ten Shell employees, including an American, were taken hostage fom
their oil-rig supply ship offthe swampy coastal village ofAmatu. The ftrty youths, eth
nic !jaws, were apparently retaliatingfor the destruction, by Nigerian securityfOrces, of
their boats, thought to have been used in pirate attacks. Shell which negotiatedfOr their
release, has often been the target ofattacks by locals who claim they get little ofthe rev
enue.Fom the resources. 50

At least five states (China, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam) have es
tablished militat] bases and navalstatiom in the Spratlys, andfighting has erupted on
several occasions when one or another ofthese states has sought to expel theforces ofan
otheJ:5!

The masquerade of openness effected by the lifting of any restrictive national

loyalties or tariffs turns very easily to evasion, closure, and enclave.52 The free
economic zones (FEZs) and EPZs of the world.

They cheat. just as most maritime city-states have cheated for centuries.

Like the Mediterranean city-states of the thirteenth to the eighteenth cen

tury, with their extended networks of aggression and contraband. the port

cities generate a constellation of surrounding interdependencies that may

take advantage of geographic proximity, but may also develop in response to

distant supply chains.53 Yet the comparison between maritime cities and in

land capital cities that characterizes the capital city as the control organiza

tion and the maritime city as a more fluid. complex market organization may

still hold in some cases.54 Still, whatever ancient patterns of trade and piracy

-;

\

reappear within the context of deregulated shipping, the port city is no

longer a cosmopolitan marketplace but. rather, a society of hyper-control. It

constantly oscillates between closure and reciprocity as an open fortress of

sorts that orchestrates controlled and advantageous cheating.

An export processing zone in Saipan or the thickening border of maqui

ladoras are constitutionally comparable to the camps and borders of warfare.

Nevertheless, given the infancy of international law, POW camps and de

tention centers may be the subject of more regulation than export processing

zones and other special economic zones. There is very little agreement or en

forcement concerning, for instance, labor standards. Environmental issues

such as oil spills, or human rights issues such as the passage of stowaways in

containers, also await more global regulation and inrernationallaw.

Zones of exemption around rhe world must occasionally approach a leg

islative or judicial body for permissions, or for a day of reckoning. Given the

influence of lobbyists on legislators. the courts have increasingly become the

organ of resistance and representation in cases related to international law. For

instance, the huge trade volume that allows Wal-Mart to command new levels

of service and information from its suppliers would seem to immunize the or

ganization from control errors. Yet the same scale and volume has exposed and

amplified a control error in another area of the company's operations. The re

cent class-action lawsuit against Wal-Mart modifies the expectations of accu

mulation and concentration of workers associated with organized capital.

The suit, which brings charges of sexism against the company, is powerful not

because of a concentration of workers capable of protesting, unionizing, or

striking. Not concentration but bigness threatens the company with a catas

trophe of sorts. The size of the company multiplies the plaintiffs in the case.

The control error. an attempt to avoid complaints from women about their pay,

has led to a lawsuit thar finally involves 1.6 million women, and damages in the

billions of dollars. The plaintiffs are not voring for new legislation but, rather,

being counted as a multiplier of damages in cOurt cases.55 Still, a much larger

Wal-Mart workforce, operating through suppliers. remains unrepresented. [see Error]

Although international labor abuse may not always draw the attention of

juridical bodies, the threat of tetror and the need to secure the safe passage of

goods have galvanized global cooperation, regulation, and enforcement. The

International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Maritime
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[see Pirate]

Bureau (1MB)· have issued many security measures against piracy in, for in

stance, the Malacca Straits. Now, since September 11, 2001, together with

Homeland Security agencies direcred by the Unired States, these agencies have

brokered national and inrernational agreements to fight terror on the high seas.

Port security schemes deploy physical searches, X-rays, infrared, and biomet

rics within an impossibly huge population of containers. An extremely small

percentage of the millions of containers in the major ports are scanned for sus

picious contents. The transponders, GPS, and electronic signals, the very de

vices that control the wareqouse and the distripark, now extend further in scale

to control the security of ~pen ocean. Ships are tracked by transponders when

they are at sea, just as airplanes are tracked in the sky or AGVs monitored in

logistical fields. 56

On land, rhe airplane is a potenrial bomb aimed at skyscrapers. In the

ocean, the analog of the airplane as bomb is the oil tanker. Moreover, the South

China Sea is an oil-rich basin. The success of container manufacturing only

raises the stakes in territorial conflicts over new exclusive economic zones.

Every country on the rim of the South China Sea now claims this new 200

nautical-mile territory at its edge, and China hopes to claim it at the edges of

outlying archipelagos such as the Spratlys and the Paracels.57

The success of the park has also generated congestion that exacerbates

new security concerns. While the automated container fields in Rotterdam

and Hong Kong are compact, the footprints of US ports continue to spread.

They absorb the world's inexpensive manufacturing but return the containers

empty or, when it is too expensive to do otherwise, abandon them in gigantic

fields. A pile-up of trallic waits to get into port, and a pile-up of empty con

tainers collects on its land side. In some projected solutions, the ocean itself

becomes the container field, unloading in offshore locations and perperually

moving within the already striated sea.58

The park is a warm pool of past and future urbanism. The automobile

formatted the landscape of highways and sprawling suburbias. The elevator

formatted the tall building, not as an architectural endeavor but as a real estate

formula for the global city of skyscrapers. Conveyance devices that mix rhese

and other transportation repertoires might have enormous consequences for

the morphology and use of buildings. Still, they might also be the coveted ob

jects of control. North of Fort Worth at AllianceTexas-on land that fronrs

the US Interstare-Hyundai, Daimler-Chrysler, Honda, and Kia sorr rheir ve

hicle production through rhe gears of a 735-acre inrermodal hub. The hub

translates the labors of maquiladoras between air, rail, and highway." The hub

hallucinates the gigantic swirches and gears that mighr have been part of a

more intelligent mid-century highway network. In the surrounding ware

houses, untroubled automated vehicles provide cheerful, tireless labor. Resi

dential communities called Heritage and the Circle T Ranch are included in

the master plan. The runway and warehouses are landscaped with manicured

green lawns rhar epitomize the clean workings of the distripark's ollice park

antecedent-a collection of {{research and development" facilities, with its in

evitable pond and duck. Complication is vacated or remote. For all the claims

of connectivity or information saturation, when the self-promotion is written,

the park might choose to exclude information about the origins of its products.

Networks of global logistics cities, presumably immune from contradic

rion, begin to playa much more complex and less predictable polirical game

broadcasting territorial desire into an already contested sea. Their embryonic

culture, full of potenrially potent inventions and spatial germs, has also begun

to attract international legal standards and regulations rhat might embed labor

and human rights issues inro the techniques of building and urbanism. The

quarantined territories of POftS and parks are, strangely, another iteration of

the dream of optimized frictionless passage. Yet, like the maritime metaphors

for globalization, they encounter both hard and slushy waters. Whatever their

mixtures of greedy heuristics-perfect closure with reciprocity, excess without

neuroses, or cheating with absolute control-parks are the likely targets of the

very political contingencies they have supposedly banished.
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Offshore Fact blurred into fiction as delegates at an international conference on
piracy in Kuala Lumpur watched a mock-up of a hijack rescue set to the
James Bond theme tune. Meanwhile Indonesian security forces stormed
the hijacked tanker Selayangfor real after a high-seas chase off the coast
of Borneo.GO

In troubled t!mes it's good to know the best are there to help. Our opera
tors are the best military counterterror, counterpiracy, and maritime se
curity professionals there are in the private sector ... period. With skills
honed in the elite military units of the world-the U.s. Navy's SEAL Team
Six, the U.s. Army Delta Force, the Royal Navy's SBS, and others-the
Coriolis operations staff can ensure your government or company the
quality and results it demands.

-Promotional material from the Coriolis Corporation61

The ship is sailed out to sea, and for the price the syndicate will change its
identity and deliver it to some mutually agreed location within three days.
This could never happen in the aviation industry. One wonders what the
reaction would be if a crewed 747 carrying cargo-DHl or FedEx plane
were to disappear.62

BritAm taught the Singapore SWATteams to board ships using the pirates'
own tried and proven techniques, with a little modern technology thrown
in. There is the Plumett system, ashoulder-fired grappling gook with a line
connected to a nylon ladder, ideal ... for scurrying up the side of a ship.
And there is a series of four small, powerful magnets that a commando

[see Pirate] uses to walk up a hull: "Rather Batman-like, but effective."63

Haunting the waters and archipelagos where piracy has been successful
for centuries, contemporary high-tech piracy corresponds to the recent
explosion in oceangoing trade. For instance, the Malacca Straits has al

ways been a treacherous area, because when ships slow down to navi

gate through the straits, they become especially vulnerable to attack. In

the late 1980s, there were usually fewer than ten pirate attacks per
year, but in the 1990s this rate began to rise."The 1MB reported a 56 per

cent increase in global piracy in 2000 over that in 1999." The ancient
pirate belts around the world -the South China Sea, the Brazilian coast
line, the West African coast, and Kandla and Chennai in India-are active
once again.66 Piracy often flares up in response to trading monopolies or

embargoes. Early-seventeenth-century piracy in the Malacca Straits
surfaced in defiance of a Dutch trading monopoly in the area. Similarly,
the apparent impenetrability and dominance of contemporary global
trade practices, signaling both largess and exploitation, incites the op
portunist to acts of "counter-violence." 67

Afew barefoot men in speedboats are often able to board and take
control of gigantic ships and oil tankers. They may rob the ship of money
and equipment, murder the crew, take hostages, or cause the entire ship

to simply disappear. It is remarkably easy to board even the largest ships.
The hulls are often equipped with anchor chains, and the pirates are in
credibly adept at climbing. While there may be no striped shirts, wooden
legs, and parrots, there are hoods, masks, guns, and knives. Some have

special equipment, like a$30,000 titanium grapple to use in boarding the
boat, or aGPs device like the very instruments used in attempting to de
tect pirate activity." The IMO and 1MB have issued guidelines establish
ing reporting procedures, and recommending extra watches and lights in
areas typically haunted by pirates. They also caution against resistance.
Consequently, shipping companies gamble with small crews, and may
even use dummies to stand on deck and create the appearance of an ex

tra watch.
Many small bands of pirates are simple thieves, intent only on rob

bing the safe. Here piracy is usually an act of desperation. Pirates may
even steal nautical rope to use in making fishnets in their home village.

A band of women off the Nigerian coast pirated aship and stole all of the
clothes that were in the ship's washing machines.69

Pirate syndicates also perpetrate more complex confidence
games with shipping and cargo. They may pose as a shipping contrac
tor in a stolen ship with an illegal registry. The cargo is unloaded in a
port different from the agreed-upon destination, and sold as contra
band. After changing their identity, pirates may resell these "ghost ships"

or "phantom ships." Organized crime rings actually openly inspect and
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identify potential victims while in port, thus permitting clients to make
their selection from the available stock. Hijacking a ship can bring prof
its of up to three million dollars, meaning that pirates must complete
only a few raids per year to maintain a lucrative business,7°

Like the mercenary soldiers or privateers of another time, ex
soldiers and special-forces experts are available all over the world as
antiterror and anti pirate forces. These private contractors may be well
armed, deadly and, occasionally, unpredictable. One such company, the

Control Risks Group, s~ems to merge the roles of the counterpirate and
the insurance specialisi. CRG provides both enforcement and consulting,
detecting risk in port facilities and supply chains." The waters host a
complex mixture of mercenaries, international law enforcement, private
contractors, and criminals-all wishing to exploit a logistics apparatus
that is, by turns, information-rich and information-poor.
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Contemplation: Pirate

Gradually overtaken by slumbel; hisflaxen headdrooped, his whole lamb-likefigure re
laxed, and, halfreclining against the ladder's fiot, lay motionless, as some sugar-snow
in March.

-Herman Melville I

Every generation gets thepirates it deserves. 2

There is a bit of pirate in global operators of all sorts, on both sides of the law,

and in service of Empire or counter-Empire. Pirates are shadow figures-a

continuum of characters from the privateer as military entrepreneur to the so

cial bandit as revolutionary and the terrorist as murderer. The pirate maintains

a variable proximity to the state as both its secret agent and the criminal agent

that disassembles it-as criminal and enforcer. Historically, nonstate actors like

pirates, mercenaries, or mercantile companies were the characters exercising

aggression between the wars or at the margins of war. Piracy possesses varying

degrc::es of aggression, lawlessness, deception. violence, resistance, and produc

tivity. A proliferation of alternative names for pirate seems to attend the pro

liferation of political dispositions (condottiere, privateer, corsair, buccaneer,

renegade, freebooter, brigand, or sea dog). The pirate is typically considered to

be a sailor turned criminal, yet the word is also used to describe contemporary

media theft. A precise boundary between pirates and all those who use disguises

in any of their various swindles is difficult to draw. Orgmen. diplomats, hack

ers, confidence men, Rotarians, and resisters share similar repertoires, often

even borrowing each other's disguises from time to time. Their masquerades

and improvisations with law lend agency to the architecture and urbanism they

inhabit.
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City councils, sultans, and kings commissioned it; fisherman, knights, and merchant
venturers made it their seasonalavocation. Banks backed it; businessmen drew up con
tracts, crews hired on, and investors realized a healthy return (after taxes) from this
high-risk enterprise. So conventionalized andprofit-oriented was this medieval activ
ity. thatsome medievalhistorians are reluctant to apply terms likepirate or corsair, with
their demonic image. 3

The modem worldcanprovide us today withparticularly welldeveloped images ofthese
two directions: worldwide ecumen/cal machines, but also neoprimitivism. . . . For
example, a commercial organization is also a band ofpillage, orpiracy, for part of
its course andin many ofits activities; or it is in bands that a religiousformation begins
to operate. What becomes clear is that bands, no less than worldwide organizations, im
ply afOrm irreducible to the State and that this fOrm ofexteriority necessarily presents
itselfas a diffUse andpolymorphous war machine.

-Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari'

Our clients includeftderallaw enfOrcement agencies, the Departtnent ofDeftme, De

partment ofState, and Department of Transportation, local and state entities from

around the country, multinational corporations, andftiendly nationsftom all over the
globe.

We customize and execute solutions for our clients to help keep them at the level

ofreadiness required to meet today's law enforcement, homeland security. and defense
challenges.

Anyandalldeftnse services suppliedtofOreign nationals will only bepursuant to
proper authorization by the Department ofState.

-Blackwater USA, aprivate security company 5

State/Nonstate

An ambiguous distinction in piratology concerns the difference between state

and nonstate aggression. The pirate is the "war machine," colluding with and

resisting the state. "While many species of pirate or bandit clearly operate out

side the state, and while the aggressions of a standing army are operations of

the state, the state also engages, on a temporary basis, outside operatives such

as the privateer, mercenary, filibuster. and mercantile company.

For centuries, the Mediterranean incubated almost every species of pi

rate, from the most bloodthitsty zealot to the most obedient employees of

the state. Historian Fernand Braudel describes sixteenth-century mixtures of

thieves and profiteers who roamed the waters, sometimes as predatory forces

and sometimes as agents of one of the coastal cities or nations. The thriving

trade in their plundet of goods or slaves generated regional matket hubs in, for

instance, North African cities such as Tangiers. The state relied on these special

forces, often headquartered in their own independent city-state, to extend its

reach and tetritory. Vet they also generated a kind of extrajurisdictional war

fare, a means of absorbing aggressions in between the wars. 6

One familiar pirate syndrome is often described as the "pirate cycle."

Historians speculate that the pirate renegade often exited society as a thief

and, after years of plundering, became organized and effective, perhaps during

a time of war or trade embargo. His trading and thieving activities softened the

field of play, and made him useful to the official state organs that eventually

contracted for his services and returned him to a kind of legitimacy. The

Dutch, British, Chinese, and Spanish engaged such pirates. In the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, during the so-called "golden age of piracy," the Eu

ropean countries which were constantly at war issued a letter of marque to

pirates that engaged them as privateers.?

Thomas W. Gallant suggests the broad term "military entrepreneur" for

all of those additional private operators who, for a profit, agreed to be state en

forcers. Gallant suggests that while all bandits and pirates could become mili

tary entrepreneurs, not all military entrepreneurs became common bandits.

The military entrepreneur was a character who belonged to a "class of men at

arms who operated in the netherworld between legality and illegality, formal

and informal authority, but invariably as non-state entities."8 From antiquity

to the nineteenth century, the state engaged such characters as extensions of

their power to open markets, settle territories. enforce a law, collect a tax, break

an embargo, or patrol the shores as a kind of coast guard. A mercantile com

pany like the East India Company, while private, was endowed with this spe

cial franchise. Similarly, the filibuster was a self-appointed militia that was not

sanctioned by the state but, rather, deputized itself as a loyal defender. The
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mercenary was a military entrepreneur with a slightly different constitution

from all of these characters-a "soldier of fortune." who contracted for any

state without allegiance.

Reinforced by national and international law, a clear consolidation of

state activities in the nineteenth century eliminated a cast of occasionally dis

obedient peripheral characters, and established a monopoly over markets and

aggressions, thus sharpening distinctions between state and nonstate operators.

The history prior to that clarifying moment is useful in interrogating the con

temporary ambiguities of statf boundaries. Many of the previous nonstate

affiliations were institutionalized or sanctioned as official roles. Markets were

also naturalized as agents of the state and its private internal concerns. Their

territory of operation is pervasive, and often exempt from regulation. Like the

mercantile company or the soldier of fortune, these markets enjoy state affilia

tion when it is convenient, but avoid state intrusion.

The evangelical orgman of global commerce is not a military entrepre

neur engaged by the state but a political entrepreneur on his own behalf and

on behalf of any nation that legislates favorably toward him. He has attributes

of both the mercenary and the mercantile company. He conquers territories of

desire, time frames, and undermarketed populations. "While many orgmen pro

ceed with evangelical enthusiasm, subterfuge, disguise, and camouflage may

also accompany their desire for control and expansion of territory. Far from

wishing to be identified to potential converts, some orgmen wish to remain un

detected, and shelter offshore in any number of special economic zones or en

clave formations-the orgman's Sale. Bounded by, for instance, an economic

imperative, a natural resource, or a strain of expertise that keeps it segregated,

his organization is sometimes more strongly linked to other similar organiza

tions or networks of enclaves than to local conditions, making it easier to get

away with a broad low-level violence such as that associated with trade or labor

abuse. Occasionally the organization appears to surface for discrete public re

lations efforts, but it is largely reclusive. Its segregation from other worlds some

times garners power temporarily, shaping such organizations into distended

and dominating territories.

The relationship between state and nonstate actors becomes more com

plicated when the nation wages war against a war machine. For instance, the

Barbary pirates, a group of Mediterranean pirates whose collective aggressions

severely threatened shipping, induced a coalition of nations to declare war

against them in the early nineteenth century. The Barbary pirates were clever

and well skilled in undoing those European nations ftom which they had

learned so much about warfare, or for whom they may have been special agents.

For the coalition, a counterwar was easier than the continual bribery necessary

for security. The contemporary war on terrorism is similar in the sense that

many of the most forceful enemies associated with the Taliban or al-Qaeda

were, at one time, agents of the United States or the Soviet Union. They may

have been a band of villains, but they were villains who worked on behalf of

these superpowers. Like the Barbary pirates, terrorists do not play by the rules

of war that nations have agreed to follow. Yet unlike the Barbary pirates, they

have not always occupied a regional territory that concentrates their efforts into

a pseudo-nationality of sorts.
In this climate of war against the war machine, the mercenary has re

turned to warfare. Matching the tactics of the enemy requires an army of spe

cial operators and private contractors who are exempt from international law.

In addition to CIA or FBI agents, agents are engaged in large numbers to act as

soldiers. They constitute a significant fraction of the military, they are paid

more than the regular enlisted men, and they may choose the length of their

tour of duty. These soldiers of fortune may work for any country, appear as a

unit in uniform, or stand guard in plain clothes in urban areas that have liter

ally become battlegrounds.' In The Multitude: War andDemocracy in the Age of
Empire. Hardt and Negri have likened the contemporary disconnect between

central governmental control and peripheral contractors to that of "Queen

Elizabeth and the pirates of the Atlantic in the sixteenth century.""

Nations 'cheat "; theyjuggle identities and interests. Their ways meandel:

-FouadAjami II

I may without vanity encourage the reader to expect many things whol(y new.

-William Dampier 12
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It is possible to discover many TAZ in the activity ofpirates. From pirates in the 16th
century to radiopirates to data pirates in cyberspace. Though these media sometimes are
commercializedand commodified, we could invent andact another style ofpirates, be
causepirates and Capitalism have always been two sides ofthe same coin.

-1Oshiya Ueno 13

Disposition/Resistance

In warfare, enemies assume a symmetrical posture, mimicking the foe they

know so well. There is a symmetrical resemblance between terrorists in a holy

war and righteous, innocent adversaries like the United States who are forced

to return battle in a "just}} war. There is also a resemblance between the right

eous state and the righteous insurgent armed with a political theology-a sin

gular resistance to the singular logics of capital that renders all other resistance

as trivial and irresponsible collusion.

As they alternate between believing and cheating, most organizations

oscillate between a symmetrical and reciprocal stance, between direct warfare

and some extra side-game in a larger network. They maintain reciprocal net

works of commercial and political associations filled with garden-variety lies

and cheating. Yet, given an extra sense of entitlement and innocence, they can

descend into a righteous war. Sometimes the extra, reciprocal game only serve~

as an accessory to the secret agenda of war. Oscillating between sytpmetrical

and reciprocal constitutions, with a masquerade of open flexibility and fluid

ity, the organization returns to a protective symmetrical stance when it is threat

ened. It espouses general principles as it runs away from ethical struggles.

Patriotism and national sovereignty help to disguise cheating. Although the

righteous believer needs the indeterminacy of nonplace, he must often privi

lege place.14 When operating on any of the high seas becomes too dangerous

or overly regulated, he returns home to its national shelters, seeking military

protection and the chance to portray its activities as a way of life, an ethos

springing from location-specific roots.

Among the believers and cheaters are also characters of resistance. Some

resistance assumes an architecture of rivalry and vengeful warfare. Some Med

iterranean pirates, for instance, established North Mrican colonies from which

to plot a Holy War to avenge the Spanish expulsion of Jews and Muslims. An

other righteous but independent character of resistance is the noble thief, the

revolutionary activist who uses all available skills to bring justice to oppressors.

He avenges, settles the score, and writes new ethical guidelines for manliness,

heroism, and the use of violence. Like Robin Hood, the "social bandit" about

whom Eric Hobsbawm wrote is an "avenger" or "expropriator" of the agrarian

landscape, and his maritime counterpart is a similarly principled character who

steals to deliver justice, or to break embargoes of power abuse. IS The pirate as

social bandit appears all along the great pirate belt of temperate waters from the

Mediterranean to the Caribbean to the South China Sea. (see Seas]

In Pirate Utopias, Peter Lamborn Wilson (a.k.a. Haltim Bey) celebrates

pirates and their civilizations. Sale, for instance, on the North Mrican coast,

was home to a diverse culture of Mricans and Europeans and was, Wilson

writes, «neither anarchical or anarchist-but rather, in a strange and unex

pected way, democratic," like the sailors in]acques Ranciere's seas.16 These free

spirits turned Turk to escape society and its laws. In Sale, the corsairs spoke

"Franco" or "Sabir," a patois mixture of regional languages including Turkish,

Spanish, Italian, Arabic, Portuguese, and French. They improvised with the

strictures of language, living between vocabularies and rules of syntax with

their own lingua franca. Wilson treats this culture "as a pattern of conversions,

of literal cross-cultural adventure, of translations."
The renegado is another famous pirate of resistance. As the story goes,

renegados are noble but disinterested characters, believing in liberty more than

in home or principled beliefs. They choose aggression over violent warfare

as a means of protecting their freedom or curiosity. The renegado is the drop

out with no specific allegiances except to himself and his companions. Like

Herman Melville's Nantucket boys, these were citizens of the open ocean. The

Caribbean buccaneer, for instance, is often portrayed as a pirate of some lei

sure. He is known, not only for thieving, but also for hunting and smoking

meat. The classic illustration shows him barefoot with his dog, smoking a pipe,

surrounded by additional cartoons depicting his smoking activities, which he

performs in a semi-recumbent posture.
The celebrated seventeenth-century pirate William Dampier exemplifies

this open and uncommitted political disposition. Dampier adopted various

roles throughout his life, from sailor to buccaneer to author, all of which were
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designed to allow him to continue circumnavigating the globe, which he did

three times. He pirated so that he could fulfill his passion for bird-watching,

climates, botany, and hydrography. As a naturalist, his object was exploration

and the desctiption of exoticflora and fauna. He was ftiendlywith some of the

intellectuals of his day, and his books later informed Daniel Defoe, Charles

Darwin, Jonathan Swift, and Captain James Cook."

Writing about contemporary culture, Peter Lamborn Wilson identifies

anothet kind of pitate enclave, the tempotary autonomous zone (TAZ), that

can exist in many layers of society, on the street or in the archipelagos of the

Intemet. Within the web, systems and software hackers deploy the small tac

tical trick or perruque) about which de Certeau writes, as well as the trick that

collapses the difference between tactic and strategy.18 The hacker operates be

tween survival and principled destruction of the powers that be, creating

worms that destroy the system by replicating in response to the system's regu
lar functioning. 19

The supposedly disinterested dropout or renegade raises questions about

passivity and its strange resemblance to violence. For instance, Herman Mel

ville's Bartleby is often used as a mascot of this passive stance. His refusal is val

orized in standard political scripts of principled objection, because he avoids

submitting to authority or assuming an aggressive stance. His blank denials

even create a space of intimacy for those around him. Deleuze has portrayed

him as a "doctor" to America. He writes in "Bartleby or the Formula" that

Bartleby is the "brother of us al1."20 Yet Bartleby's self-destruction is not merely

suicidal. It causes the destruction of others through the absolute protection of

a domain, through a passivity that in some senses becomes a one-man embod

iment of war. 21 Principled stances, in their righteousness and purity, store their

own fierceness. Similarly, building, landscape, and urbanism are often regarded

as passive, innocent, and static. They are even beloved for this stillness. Yet they

too possess a political constitution and disposition that is capable of issuing

challenges, generating mobile territories, or commanding a remote network of
sites containing their own fierceness and violence.

This retrospective attitude, which deploys instead ofunveiling, adds instead ofsub
tracting, fraternizes insteadofdenouncing, sorts out insteadofdebunking, I character
ize as nonmodern (or amodern). A nonmodern is anyone who takes simultaneously into

account the moderns'constitution and thepopulations ofhybrids that that Constitution
rejects and allows to proliftrate.

-B1'1tno Latour22

In Germany, ... the merchants ofseveral dozen cities drew togetherfor mutualprotec
tion, forming the Hanseatic League in 1358. The German trade with Englandgave the
English the namefor their currency: they calledthe Hanseatic traders ''Easterlings, "and
because ofthis English currency came to be known as ''sterling. "23

[There were} ... 857 Germam, 138 Hamburgmen, 300 English, 130 Dutch and

Fleming, 160 Danes and Easterlings, 250 Poles Hungariam andMuscovites . .. [liv

ing in Algiers under Islam). 24

Disposition/Masquerade

Herman Melville's The Confidence Man: His Masquerade follows the exploits of

a chatlatan, a satan, who has perfectly fused the techniques of the believer and

the cheater. He cheats by propagating a series of lies each of which reinforce

the illusion that he is a man of heartfelt beliefs, a pute honest soul who is

worthy of the confidence of each person he swindles. Melville's satire of the

contemporary transcendental movement counters transcendent monism by

multiplying narrative and voice. The story continually exits itself and, through

a trap door, enters a new game just as the character's disguises and swindles

multiply.

A masquerade intends to fool. Since there are pirates and masquerades on

all sides, traditional markets will not reveal the side of the right in these con

stitutions. The principled stance, the moral imperative, the costumes of good

guys and bad guys are finally the worst possible indicators. Aggtession can re

lieve tension and reveal information, while fierce passivity can embody vio

lence. Markets assume many guises, sheltering and occasionally surfacing as

whatever bandit or diplomat suits the occasion. Capital can appear disguised in

official garb or, for that matter, unofficial garb, and can even appear disguised

as its own resistance. Likewise, the mischief of a pirate in collusion with the

state is tricky to detect.
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c3.1 Hyundai cruise
ship used in the Mount
Kumgang I Love Cruise.
Image courtesy of
Hyundai-Asan.

In Laughter. Henri Bergson wrote that a "man in disguise is comic," the

orizing that it was a "masquerade" obscuring nature that was comedie.25 The

comic masquerade is one in which the identity or intention is perhaps partially

revealed. The comic hoax inverrs and repurposes the world in a way that is both

urterly familiar and utterly foreign. The trick being played fools the taker just

as they recognize rhe altered landscape in which rhey have been fooled. The

comedian is constanrly propagating masquerades while simultaneously lifting

up his mask to expose the trick.

Perhaps the comedian tutors another fabled pirate of resistance who is

too smart to be right. too smart to be righteous. This pirate is not principled in

the sense thar he protects himself behind a fixed set of values or a habituating

doctrine. Rather, he operates axiomatically, squarely in the realm of those erh

ical struggles that accompany colliding worlds. If the world often changes

not because of principled stances, but because of cheating and errors that slip

into and degrade regimes-a political imagination might productively enter

tain fictions and masquerades. as well as the success of errant details or germs.

It may not reinforce the fairy tale of resistance as a vast groundswell. It may not

serve to topple the Empire of capital with the single, ultimate contradiction of

legend. This is an imagination that is opportunistically fascinated with conta

gions that spawn the most unlikely epidemics of belief. The pirate who is too

smart to be right respins the abundant psychological weaknesses, comedies,

loopholes, and errors in the market, for parrial, perhaps huge, but never rotal

izing effects. Ideally, the transactions yield more information than they cover

up, even if they involve deception or aggression. [see Error]

Complex organizations of piracy inhabit and manipulate shared trans

national networks. slipping between legal jurisdictions, leveraging advan

tages in the differential values of labor and currency, brandishing national

identity one moment and laundering it the next, translating information be

tween nations and beyond patriotic posturing. Using disguise to neutralize

difference, these piratical organizations are the engines of translation and

cross-pollination between formats, making and harvesting error. Whatever

the claims of dominant logics or optimized procedures, it is this inevitable field

of comedy and fallout that presents a huge surface area for manipulation and

plunder. These may even become the shores of political negotiation abour

which Jacques Ranciere wr.ites.26
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As the carrier of improvisations with the state and its laws, the pirate is

the protector or blockade-runner determining whether the state will be re

clusive or open, information-rich or information-poor. This correlation be

tween pirates and information is itself axiomatic when one is assessing the

conundrum of pirate ethics. The pirate presents puzzling moments when the

most passive or the most righteous characters are the most dangerous, and

when cheating is the most honest thing to do. The pirate may be an instrument

of the state's special stupidity, the means by which it gathers only compatible

information to consolidate and fottif}r its self-reflective world. The pirate might

also be the instrument of a less violent environment that is rich in information

and receptive to contradiction. The pirate who is too smart to be right exploits

a~ err~r language to unravel beliefs either in his own purity or in the purity of

his reSIstance. Errors, disguises, and jokes substitute mongrel organizational re

silience and ingenuity for innocence and the violence of remaining intact.

Notes

Introduction
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